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A
FOREWORD

Interest in the comparative study of adult education has

been growing in many parts of the world since the first conference

On:comparative adult education held at Exeter, U-.S.A. in 1966.

This interest was given further impetus by meetings held at

Pugwash, Canada in 1970, Nordborg, Denmark in 1972, and Nairobi,

Kenya in 1975.

A number of international organizations, among these Unesco,

the Intenational Bureau of Education, the InternationalCongress

of University Adult Education. the European Bureau of Adult

Education, o.E.c.p., the European Centre for Leisure and

Education, the Counc)il of Europe, and the International CoUncil.

for Adult Education have contributed their share.

A growing number of universities in all five-continents

established courses in comparative adult education. Many other ,

universities encourage students to deal with comparative study or

with the study of adult education abroad in major papers and

theses. The literature in this area has increased considerably

since the early 1960's both in support and
\as a result of this

university activity. A numbFr of valuable bibliographies were

published, cataloguing the growing wealth of Materials available

in'a number of languages. $-

Most of the literature available on adult education in

various countries can still be found primarily in articles

scattered throughout adult education and social science jourhals,
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while most of the truly comparative studies remain unpublished
master's theses or doctoral dissertations. There is no publisher
enticing researchers to submit manuscripts of monographs dealing
with comparative adult education and case studies of adui1t
education in various countries, even though the need for such a
publishing venture was stressed at a number of international
meetings.

It is with the intent to provide such service to the

discipline and.the field of adult edacation that the Centre for
Continuing Education at The University of British Columbia, in
cooperation with the International Council for Adult Education,
decided to publish a series of Mpnographs on Comparative and
Area Studies in Adult Education. The Vocational Training in Latin
America: A Comparative Perspective by °Scar E. Corvalan V. is
the first volume in .1.1is new series.

z

Jindra Kulich
General Editor

.14
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INTRODUCTION

The.purpose of this study is to describe and analyze the

major vocation4 training institutions of Latin America, fromthe

educational planner's point of view,'in order-to map the terrain

in this field and propose some guidelines useful to planners.

The first two chapters discuss some conceptual problems

related to the field of non-formal education and present the

major characteristics of the most important vocational training

institutions in Latin America., Chapter 3 analyzes their
9

organizatiOnal aspects, activities, and relatiOnship to formal

systems of education.

Chapter 4 presents a discussion of the various patterns

of financing vocational training and formal schooling in Latin

America, as well as describes the factors to be considered in

the implementation of vocational education policies for adults

and young people in Latin America.

Finally, a few conclusions are presented ontthe

possibilities and limitations of the implementation of

non-formal education programs.

The experience of Latin American countries in the field of

non-formal training programs allows for a critical assessment of

this particular form of education. This is especially important

now when, along with criticism of formal systems of education,

it has become fashionable tdvpropose non-formal educational

strategies to meet the needs of education and training in the

1 ei

4'



underdeveloped countries of the world. This view.has. been

insistently repeatedim recent years, 1 not only by some isolated

educational planners, but also by such important funding

institutions as the.Agency for International Development (AID) and
the World Bank. Thus, non- formal education and training programs

are being implemented in various poor countries of the world which
depend on aid for expanding theirAiVational systems.

'A major difficulty with to proposals is that the transfer

of educational models to a new cultural setting usually entails

severe problems Ot adaptation. The above-mentioned strategies

also have shaky financial footings. Examining the literature

available concerning non-formal education, onQ repeatedly

encounters the assumption that these programs are more effective

and less costly than comparable programs within formal schools.

But non-formal programs are rarely comparable with educational

programs which normally take place within the formal schools.

There are several issues to be discussed concerning the

implementation of a system to produce skilled labour and

technicians. These include the role of formal and non-formal

systems; the role of industry; the objectives of general and.

technical schools; priorities_ALtrakLng. youth or adults;

responsibility for financing; criteria for the allocation of

funds (rate of return, manpower approach, or other). One issue

chosen for detail discussion in this study is that of financing

manpower training programs. The last chapter of this book

presents a discussion of financing patterns of formal systems of

education in Lat
\h

America, as well as those of vocational

training institutions.

This study is confined to the analysis of the major

statistical and organizational features of Latin American national

training institutions for which data is available from 1970 to

1974. Data concerning costs, enrolment, financing, staff, hours

of training, and participants by program, economic branch, sector,

and setting has been collected by an ILO agency in Latin America.

The list of institutions and countries covered by the study is

giVen in Chapter 2. The study also analyzes vocational and

15
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technicaltraining'programsfOryouthandadultping offwed by
the national training institutions of most) Latin erican

countries; a description of each is- also i ciuded in Chapter 2.

'Chapter 1 argued that the kind of educational institutions

examined, supply part of the host of educational programs termed

"non-formal education" because this kind of educational activity

corresponds to the general characteristics of non-,formal_education.
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'Definitional Problems-

PROBLEMS IN PLAN ING NON-FORMAL EDUCATION

This chapter' is an examination of a number of policy

analysis problems applied to,non-,formal education. Key terms used
in the study are examined first, and, subsequently, the growing

awareness among planners that educational futures-depend on more
than _formal schooling alqe; the major strategies proposed to

generate sufficient skilled labour arid technicians to support the

goals of economic'growth!formulated, fn Latin America;. and the
'major about /therole pf-thestate in sponsoringring

vocational training insLitUtionpemploying -those stra egies.

Planning is defined in thiS study as the pi8t-e$s of preparing

a set of decti'sions for \PtitUre action, directed at achieving goals
A

by preferable means. Polity analysis should be understood as am

-approach and methodology ,for ,the design and identification of

preferable alternatives with respect to complex policyissues. 1

The whole study deals extensively with, vocational training. Thus,

instead of giving a preliminary definition of this term, a more

detailed description is given in Chapter 2. Meanwhile,. vocational

training will be considered a subsystem of the non-formal

education system.

After examining various 'definitions of "non-formal"

education, I have attempted tb use-Philip Coombs', but spelling

out the limitations of such an approach. In Coombs' terminology, 2

fortal education refers to the traditional, articulated school

system that begins A. the primata level and culminates in colleges,
ir"/

-a. 1



universities, and other tertiary level institutions. Formal

education is typicalotly under the jurisdiction of, national

ministries of education, which are responsible for the maintenance

of estblished curricula,, teacher corps, examinatiOns and(

certificates, and the administration of'major financial supporL

Non-forma education, in marked contrast, is a residual category.

If loosely defined, it conceivably-could include all socialization

and skills learning processes taking place outside formal

educatioh. For the purposes of scholarly study, and for',

educational planning as well, the parameters of-non-formal

education must be greatly reduced. ,Furthermore, the distinctions

between formal and non-formal education ar,eset forth only because

,education todayiis organized in a segmented fashion and it is

necessary'to acknowledge this distinction for analytical and

operational purposes. Nonetheless, non-formal and formal'

education often interact. I. dislike the current organize

edUoational systems and advOcate instead the developMent of a
,ailelong learning system which integrates different modes of

.

education and makes them available to the largest percenta e4of

the population.

EaCh nation has a large number of non-formal educati

activities. These have developed from special historical and

cultural circilyyttances as well as from contemporary social and

economic organizations. Cetain common characteristics account

for,s0clal problems in planning-non-formal education. In

comp4rieg formal and non-formal educational systems, one can find

sim7$4.nities and dissimilarities between them, even if both

4elpditiorgl systems can be viewed as being "formal" when both

4-(1 Students are involved in liar q-situations
% MP

WVT -sothe *ind of reward (i.e., ceititieates, diplomas, job
..4!"

i ns, etc;) beyond lerning for its own sake.

i6

47
diffeideriee§eare discussed briefly below.

In 'terms of. content, non-school programs usually ere

j 1.
/I '")

differences buLween formal and non-formal,

OM,8 nterms of educational content, methods,

gWards, funding, and probably costs. These
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task- or skill-oriented as dictated by the functional needs of

participants and organized in discrete content units; formal

school prograMcare generally academic, abstract, and highly

verbal, crystallized in articulated content units.

Non-formal education methods are relatiAkly flexible and

related to direct application of skills and established

performance standards; they are content-centred. ±onversely, in

the formal system of education, knowledge often is standardized

and transmitted from teacher to pupil in the classroom. Formal

systemiare teacher-centred and reaeively inflexible 'and

non innovative.' As for participants, learners in non-formal '

education are from all age groUps and primarily concerned' with

immediate job mobility or opportunity. There is also great
).variety in teachers' qualifications and motivation. In the formal

sys'tem, probably with the sole exception of tertiary education,

students are usually age define and'teachers are 'formally .

certified with their status cor elated to location in the school

hierarchy.

'/There are also important differences in the financing Of

formal and non-formal systems of education. While the-first is

normally funded directly through' public budgets, arrangements

Made for funding the latter are varied and often, outside. the

control of departments of ftnance. Ai/ problem is dealt with

in the following. Section in this chapter.

Finally, because this'study is concerned with the cost of

non-formal education, it 'should be pointed out that great

variations in cost per program. and perpupil/hour can expected.

In fact, economies ofscale are not always possible in minis

sector, and because of the variety. of programs and participants
A

it is reasonable to expect higher 'costs per hour of teaching in

the non-formal than in the standardized formal system, where

economies of size may often be possible due to the homogeneity

of the clientele.1

It is also possible to argue that the major functions

formal and non-formal educational systems are different on another

level. The major functions of the formal school system are those



of'socialization and selection, including the cogntive and

affectie components. The developMent of job-specific skills

usually occurs only in secondary or tertiary institutions within

the system. Although it is possible to find,some
.4

elements related

to the socialization and selection functions in the nom-formal°

educational sector, the basic reason why these educational programs

are-set up is to develop specific skPlls dictated by the functional

needs of the participants.

The education and training activities dealt with'in this

study cAi be viewed as a subset of the broad ca,tegory which is

non-formal education. They have some properties siM'ilar to formal

educational activities, but do not take place within the control

and sponsorship of the iormal system of education. Throughout this

,study I deal with structured, systematic,'non-school educational

and training activities of relatively short duration sponsored by

agencies seeking specific skill development in the participants.

Further, in order to better delimit the scope of this study, I also

should point out,that research has been restricted to vocational

training programs that operate at the national level, under the

sponsorship or supervision of governmental ministries or agencies,

and are intended for a target population comprised of economically

active-segM6nt of the population of the country (whether empl

underemployed, or unemployed).

En] ginq pe and Utility of Educational Planning

During the past decade the field of eduCational planning has

experienced rapid expansion. This growth, especially in

underdeveloped countries, has often been a concomitant of the,

quantitateive explosion in national educational systems. As school

enrolments have grown in.response to enormous social demand,

educational planhing has frequently been called upon to bring the

explosion under greater control by introducing more rational

Igoal-setting and allocation practices in human resource development.

The examination-of the development of planning' in Latin

America shows that the effort has often been unrealistic and, for



the most part;a.failurd. The linear expansion of schools has,

in fact, only been halted by the excessive increase of

educational expenses, which in typical cases have grown at least

twice as rapidlas national economies and public budgets. 3

Planning, of course, can do little to influence the demand for

schooling or the runaway expansion of enrolment in tiv. past

decade or so. Nor has it been notably effective ,in attempts to

introduce'substantial educational change in formal educational

systems in underdeveloped or developed countries1 4

A number of proposed changes in the aims, methods, and

-,'-scope of educational planning might be noted; the change of

' special interest to this enquiry is the effort to enlarge the-

scope of planning to include non-formal education.

For example, a .key element of Coombs's non-technical-

planning approach involves a change' in the relationship and

'allocation of resources between the formal educational system

and other educational activities. The scope of planning, he

asserts, must be expanded to-include all educational programs as

a unified whole. HAlso as pointed it the rational,

planning and development of non-formal euucation has-been

particularly negleFted to date. 5
biasa been largely ignoreds

(except by the International Labour Organization and people in

the'privae sector) by professional educators, researchers, and

educational planners alike.

To some extent, research on formal educati n itself has

revealed the significance of out-of-school learning processes.

For example, efficient performance in specific occupations

requires different proportions not only of formal education, but

. alv) of specialized training and experience. The contributio

to this long-term educational process by schools and

'universities, on the one hand, and by programs of out-of-school

education, on the other, needs to be more closely examined. 6

Frederilk H. Harbison has proposed that:

In examining nonformal education,'Iplanners
should pose ,centrel questions like these:
(1)' Can nonformal eduCation activities



satisfy educational needs that cannot be
met by the formal system? (2) Are '

nonformal education projects, because of
their flekibility in comparison with the
rigidities of formal education, more
susceptible.to innovation? (3) Do
successful, innovationsin nonformal
education induce desiF;able innovations

-4 in, /he formal_ educational system? (4)

To what extent, if any, do nonformal
education activities have better ratios of
cost effectiveness' khan formal education?7

..: ,

Problem of Planning Vocational EducEducate
. %."..' "-

During the last two or three decades, almost all the

literature oncerning .the role Of education in supplying adquat y
\ .4"..

manpower fo the .labour market in Latin America has emphasized the

need to develop vocational and technical schools. Given a certain

number of assumptionsconCerning the role the state should play in

education, the classstructure of the region and the property of 1
___ _______ . , . __-_,

vocational training institutions, vocational schools were seen as

tile-only way to generate sufficient skilled labour.

Today we are faced with .a radically different view. During

the last ten years an important. shift in thi,nRing has occurred

concerning the-Ipest wady to train skilled labour. In'fact, since

Philip Foster stVFongly criiticized the vocational school strategy
.. ,

in "The Vocation61 School Fallacy in Development Planning" many
\ .

other articles, books,land research reports have shown the

weaknesses of the school systemvin providing job-oriented training.

Alo, Foster has denied the validity of the belief that-vocation if

training provided. inside the formal system of education in
N

--.

underdeveloped countries could ever become an effective method of

accelerating economic development. Furthermore, he pbints out

that general education and vocational training are never

,,substitutes for each other, the former being a necessary

foundation for the latter, and the latter being generally more

effectively proirided outside rather than inside schools.
8

`The issue of adopting Nvocptional school strategy,or a

more flexible non - school strategy which'is closely tied to 'present

9 (-)
Aw
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and near future mAnpower requireman:for'5kilred'ilbOUr. Is a

, 9°
central Apne in educationl arming.. Wi.tI respect td_ Latin

Americalleduc ional conditio 5, it can,be*A-'argupd

'non-school; rategi seems e more appropriatA to provide

:"job-specifiC-skills training%
....

InNfact; there Are two.,..majox problems associated wit. the
.

adoption
.of

a vocational school strate/y for the provision of

speii'ifib:trliping. To begin with, .there is,the inherent
. ,

ingcdilracy of the current "state ofthe art" in manpower..-
forecasting': If it were

(

possible
.?,to

forecast accurately the
. .

demand for specific skills in idyn solidthere would pe solid

economic for training peopleort a full-time basis to 1'.....

.-.,:acquire these skills. Unfortunately, as Mark'BlaUg has pd'nted
1A :even the most enthusi stic manppwet forecasters a ree that

. . . ,
mediums and particularly 1 ncJr-term manpower forecasts cannot be

!----

'exprected to do.more than ti distinguish the demand for people with

,tgeneral academic education as distinct from the demand for those

with sienti,fic_and technical preparation." It is only Ossible

to foresee' the requirements for manpower with skills in'a. economy

,one or two years hence. Since most formal educationalin titutions '''''
A .... rI

in Latin America, at,,the 5econdary'or tertiary levels invariably

cbimit th selves to a twoto five-year cycle, the inability of

6. manpower orecasters toimake,accurate predictions of skill
C

requirements seems to be fatal to a vocational school strategy. ili
For these'reasons, vocational training o a full -time basis

provided_inNvocational schools must necessarily impart general

skills, at whih'point. it ceases,to be 'vocational" in the sense

Iwhich that term is usually enderstood.

secondly, vocational schools are expensive in compari:sdn

with general Secondary. schools. Their teachers must be both,
. ,

well trained and have. industrial experience, and their equipment

.has to be relevant to the specific kind of training required by

the labour market of the country or region they serve. In Latin

America, the ratio of the co t per pupil in general secondary and

vocational schools goes from ne to one (in.Ecuador) to one to

four (in Bolivia).
11 Also,: be'cause of-the requirements of the

'4 Oil
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.fOrmal "school syst , '1/8ca nal school teachers have to be

formally certified and usual 1they hiye 6- nTliedency to become
) ' , .

ft-11 -time teachers; they hame(scyce,7 if any, resources available

for research, and.laCk indiiiit.ialexperiece. Furthermore, it is
P N As 1%:.impossible' for vocational schools:;to simulate the actual'rhythm

. and disc'irine of factory ,cork -ire cla4sr4dm. It is no
i

/surprise eh o Tonal schoOlsrainees are often not-welcoTed
e.

by employers.:

BecalzSe of' these problems A vocAliOnal schools their cost

effectivenesg ratio is usual,IYihigh:and their trainees not Well

adapted tO the labour market.
. .

f

Thr,, facedJWith'tlighrigi_Sities of the formal jsystem,of

education in Latin America Afd.the''`Junderdevelopment of manpower

forecasting techniques, a more 'effective; and eventuaelY more /

efficient, vocational training organization seems to be _need./ to,

provide job-oriented training- Hdwever, a certain degree of

general education is as necessary foundation for ndb- chool

vocational training. The latter can be provided on a part-time,

ba'sis; on the job or at specialized trOnin centres.

Major Assumptions Concerning the Role of the sttte in the

Provision of Vocational Education in Latin America

.0

As noted above, one of the major functions of formal systems
44'
oi: education is the socialization of children, adolescents, and

adulfs participating in the diwfferent schools' as learners.
_., ..

Conc9mitantly with the development of certain socially desirable

hatts and other patterns Of personal. behaviour,:this proiest also

implies .a certain ideoiogiCal indoctrination. Thus, their

socialization function inherent in forwal schooling normally

requires state intervention, because the state is usually

considered to be the most neutral social organization that can

i!

unions,

willing to permit private firms to_supply cars, clothing, or

chemicals, but they would surely adopt a different attitude"to the
r

0 4
-*N. '4
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supply of education, by sacill organpaio;4ithclearly,defined
,

ideological principles. If can } assumed that yar'iOus'aganized'

social groupt could more easily-accept the'Sponso%rship qf:
41v

vocational
,
training by agenCieglother-.thah the state. because of

its apparently Small ideological component. ..

1 -
Althogh none of

.-

othc most important inheres4 characteristics
.

. . .

of noniformal education.requires the state to run'it, in Latin
_\

' Amerige there. is no,,radition (with the-sole exception of Brati ,

,-.

where employers' organiza;t ons areinvolyed-in training) oft'r
,,.

employers' or workers' or, anizationg having e necessary I 4

hoMogeneity of interest, organizAtion, or will- to un part of the 1,?;

t educti nal.ac'rities of the count as happerk-S, for example, in.

est- ermany or Great Britain, Thus, both employers and workers

o noTm 11' have had the tendency.to-entrUst the, state with the
I . /
implemention of strategies for the training of skilled labour.

This Oc.Aht Lis dealt with later in this cha9,p.er. .

t,
T e history of the develdrent.of vocational educatiorkand

trainih in-Latin America proves that employers' 'organizations

-there hav been rather reluctant to organize and finance a large

vocational system under their control and respons 'lity. With
4'

the'solT exception of Brazil, vocational gchool and,training

institut'ons today are under the control apd responsibility of",,,

semi-a iriomous 'goverimental bodies,-the ministries of-education
.'--....

or f-labour.

I)

dustri'al and Commercial employers are expected to support

(inciiv dually,or Ilectively) paft-_time education and non-formal

training for their
r,,

wn workers and their prospective labo/r force. i

Vari us systems fin hcedqy a tax levy on wages have expanded

/ vigorously in recent
9
years, and direct practical incentves haVe

, ,
.

been OrTed foAempl yers who take the initiative to tTairytheir

workers under contrac with the offiCial.training.institutions.
s'

WheneVer the public sec or is involved in the production of goods

and services, it has the me training needs as comparable

activitie2 in the private se or. To the extent that employers

are exclusively interested in providipg training immediately

-applicable to their production, system, the long-term requirement

'
11 ,.
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1 , i
..,

and brolder requirements for skilled labour are ignored. In order
,

to employers to incorporate-these -reguiremen the state

would have to provide tax incentives, subsidies, and tIhnical -....

assistance. 'Thus a large, pant of the costs would ,fall back od.the

pub1ic Actor: .

el 1.,

.From the ecOnomi.c standpoint, efficiency dictates that the-
,

financial-responsibility for training differentcategorigs'of
,, -,..!,.,. 0

employees,shoUld beborne_bythe employers and not by the state-of. .

T , \ werkers.
,

.

csiJEconom shows that qn increase in industrial and
. ,

. -
`Ia/ Coorarouvy implies an increase in profits. .mmciejldctiit iOlie i i fit This

-..s.-.

means that-any savingmade in the means of' produotion will -.i.mply a

hi:/her pYofit,or,eventual-ly, a lower loss. If we assumethat

training does produce such a higher produc.t'ivity by developing the,

deSired skills or competency,the conclusion must be that
,/

employers should be inter4sted in providing training to their

- workers wheneVer the cost of training is less than the anticipated

increase in the global ptofits of the business. Thus, if we

consider training as a factor of production, financial

responsibility for this.faEtvr, as for any other fact r, should

lie with the producer.

As pointed out above, Brazil is the only Latin American

_--
/' -country in which employers' organizations are financing and

(

running vocation4f1 training programs on their own, though under
_
governmental regulations.' However, the participation of Brazilian

\
industrialists as a class in 40-6,larocess of education took place

only under pressUre. Following the Gr4at Depression, the

government lacked the resources reqmirAitr'to' expand national
_

- education, and the popular torces lacked the necessary prestige, to

force the government-to meet their needs on a priority

Thus the government sought the collaboration of employers in

,providing instruction for these popular forces, many of them their

own employees. TheConstitution passed in 1937 stated: "It is

the duty of industry and economic syndicates in the sphere of

their specialities to set up apprenticeship schools for their

associates."
12 Projects to put these objectiv4s into practice

came to nothing. The Sao Paulo industrialists recognizpd the

rt
;;.)



1.1101. LUC LUUILUCt. ion ano maintenance or scnoois-ror that ,purpose
3should be a WI( of the government."

.

At that time,, two major reaso s'led to the industrialists to

react reluctantly to a more direct hd active participatidn in the

promotion of vocational edOcation; one was economiof the other

sociological.. The first was based on the fact that industry had

nOt yet become bigVY(competitive, and thus a highly skilled

labour force was not thought to be a necessity. Frox the

sociological standpoint, as F.H. Cardoso has deMonstrated, the

discontin4ous'conditions under which Brazilian industrial

develcipMentatook place did not "pryduce forms of behaviour and

consciousness that Fight define in a stable the condition
of prbletariarw"14 Historically, society as a whole dpnied the

workers any potsibility of defining autonomotis'interests. The

instiatutional power. *stem and the, m .anisms of social

control sanctioned the domplatiob of the state by the great

landowners and exporters, wpose Anterests as a class did not seem

to yonflict with those of the industrial class, which had

incorporated the same traditional values.

The class consciousness of the Brazilian proletariat (as in
.

'other Latin American countries) was denied by "controlled trade

unionism," by state paternalism which deadened and .atrophied;any

consciousness of the role of the working class in 'the development

of the country. ,Under these circumstances, the 'employers did not

have any particular political interest in promoting direct

educational .activity to indoctrinate the prOletariat:

As industrialization developed in Brazil, the need for

skilled manpower was more urgently felt, and finally, after a

great deal of discussion and disagreement between the government
1

and the employers' organization as to the form of the new sefvice

to be created for training manpower the.25th International

Labour Conference held in Geneva in 1939 also helped to formulate

policy,- it was decided to entrust the National Service of

Industrial Apprenticeship (SENAI) to the National Confederation

of Industry, and the National Service for Commercial Apprenticeship
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cSENAC) to the National Confederation of Commerce. ,However,

connectionstwere set up with the Ministry of Education and the

Ministry of Labour.

Since that t me major changes have occurred not only in the

structure of forei n investment in Latin America, which has

dramatically shifted from the primary to the secondary and modern

tertiary sectors of the economy,. but also in employers' mentality

and interests. Employers today are interested in influencing not

only the teaching of technical skills.to 'their employees, but also

the cultural and political content'of the education they receive'.
15

Nonetheless\, vocational, schools and training institutions in most

Latin,American countries are the property ,of the state.
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VOCATIONAL TRAINING-INSTITUTIONS IN LATIN AMERICA

General Background
4

i.
.Latin America has reached a population of 280 million, witlh

a growth rate of 2.14 as contrasted to 1.2% in North America anc

0.8% in Europe. Of the total population, an estimated 105 million

belong to the rural sector. Of these, 15 million represent.the.

Indian populations concentrated in the rural areas ofsMexico,

Guatemala, Bolivia, Ecuador, and Peru.

One of the main features of the Latin American population is

its heterogeneity; class distinctions are very obvious across the

socio-economic sectors within countries. Per capita income varies.,

by country, from about U.S. $100 ,to around U:S. $1,000, and this

disparity' increases when one compakes the rural with the urban

sector and the industrialized and non -indt trialized sectors of

the economy within countries.

'Within this context, education has undergone the most rapid

expansion of all the.sectors; with the encouragement of UNESCO

recommendations it has reached an investment of around 4% of the

GNP and approximately 20* of national budgets (see Table 9 for

details).

However, this educational expansion often has been in

response to immediste pressures and has not always been compatible

with the-requirements of development plans. In several countries

it becomed very obvious that there are tendencies to increase

secondary and higher, education, rather than primary education, and

tendencies to eXpand all sorts of training opportunities leading

2J
r
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1
to "prestige professions rather than the development of the kind

of education required to meet the real needs of the national

development planning.

Non-School Vocational Training in -Latin America

The term "vocational edydation" is used to include all forms

of preparation or futther education for the exercise of aspecific
calling, ranging from the acquisition of theSretical knowledge to

practical 'training and the transmission of theappropriate

professional ethics or code of conduct. 1 Thit definition

disregards the traditional distinction, or even contrast, between

education and training. The distinction between these two terms

in the past was largely based on an artificial separation made by

the two major international agencies most directly concerned' with

it, UNESCO and the ILO. But one has only to Lead the ILO

recommendations on vocational training '(27 JUne 1962) or those of

UNESCO on technical and vocational education to realize that, in
spite their efforts not to tr*pass on each other's territory,
they a in fact both talking about the"same thing.II

The definition of "vocational training" given in

Recommendation No. 117 adopte4d'by the International. Labour

Conference in June 1'962 includes any type ofinstructigp given to

actual or potential wor)cers,1both youth and adults, which prepares

them for exercising A-trade Or other- occupation.

With respect to this particular study, I prefer to use the

term "non-school training" in order to localize where training is

.provided and, at the same time, make it more comprehensive. Thus,

for the purpose of this study, "non-school training" is regarded

as a varied set of dducational experiences planned and conscious,0

delivered by someone or .a particular agency; heterogeneous with

respect td participants, sponsorehipe methods; duration,, intensity,

and costs; and vocational or job-oriented.
.

33
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4

Chronological Development of Manpower Training Institutions in

Latin America

The creation in January 1942 Of the Brazilian SENAI
0 , .

(National Service for Industrial Training or, Servi,cio pacional'de

Amend1zagem. Industrial, its Portuguese) marked the beginning of

the development of modern training instituted in Latin America.

During the last thirty years there has been a vast development of

structured non-school and adult education programs for the youth

and adults of that region.
A

Despite-Le fact that vocational schools had already existed

in the region for industrial, commercial, or agricultural training,,

it was only after 1942 that the development of structured

non - school programs began to achieve more or less national

toverage (see Table 1). Most of the existingtvocational schools

were, and continue to be, dependent,on ministries of education; or

at'least related to them. The newly created training institutes

are mostly dependent on ministries of labour or ecdnomics7 this is

an important feature that influences the objectives, availability,

teaching methods, and other important characteristicsof these

prograMs. As far_as is known, the limitationd'imposed by a

consitutional clause which confers the responsibility of

conducting educational programs to particular public bodies d6 not

eAist in Latin American countries. /pence there is no need to make

an artificial 'separation between education and training as has

been necessary to delimit federal and provincial government

activities in Canada. ,It has been shown by Roger,Gragoire and

other writers that this separation rests on weak theoretical

grounds.
2

In 1942 there was also created in Uruguay the UniversillA

del Trabajp (Polytechnical Institute) as an autonomous institution,

out of the former'Direccion General,de Ensengnza IndustriaIZ3

However, the,UTU is not a typical, vocational training institution

of the region. It is rather an institution which/is parts of the

formal system of educat1A/, but performs some tasks in the field

of out-of-school educational and vocational training for adults.

31
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Table 1:.Chronological Development catiOnal Training.
Institutions

Country
4

Argentina*

Bolivia

,1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 :1973
CNAOP
1944.'

SEW
22.1.42 1

.

c

CONET
15.11.59

r
FOMO'

18.2.72

SENAC

Brazil 10.1.42
'

PIPMO

Colombia

Costa -Rica

Cuba .

Chile*

Ecuador )

Salvador

GuTtemala*

Honduras

Jamaica

r
Mexico

Nicaragua

Panama*

Paraguay

Peru i

SENA
21.7.57

SERCOTEC
2.7.60

Trinidad - .../

& Tobago i-

UTUUruguay
9.9.42

Venezuel6

Cumulative 3 4 4

18.12..63
DNMO
1967

INA
21.5.6.5

INACAP °
21.10.65
SECAP

31.10.66.
DNA

1

7.11.61
CENDAP
1961

INTECAP
19:5? 72-
INFO
28.12.72

NIVIP
19.9.69

ARMO
21.6.65

INA
8.4.67

IFARHU MINTRAB
11.1.65 1973

SNPP

ENATIS

19:412.61
JNC NTB
1966 19'72

,

INCE
28.8.59

6 13 18 21

Source: CINTERFOR, Prospective Study on Vocational Training in
Latin America and the Caribbean Countries, VOI.2r)
(Mpntevideo, CINTERFOR,'1975) p. 10. 0* The'decond institution : bas succeeded,the onepieviously created.



Subseqpently, CNOP, the predecessor of CONET (Commission

Nacional6de Aprendizaie), was created ih Argentina 4n 1944.
. .

.Brazil, in 1946, created another specialized institution,-SENAC

lilatibriArService for CbMmercial Apprenticeship), which twins

adults andAdOleieentg-Tdr commercial positions.

Other vocational training institutions appeated'later in .

the regdn. During the' 1950s, four of them came into being; by

1960, there:were'three more, by 1965, seven more, and by the end

f 1973 there were twenty-one. This fast development pf training
y
stitutions in Latin America would probayly not have been .-,

ssible without the active role played by the Inteirnational

,Lab bur Organization. 4 In fact, during the last thirty years, a

national training institution has been creed in almost every

Latin American country. .

The structure, organization,. and lines of dependence to a

gove ninent department vary widely among'the different national

,training institutions. In some Centrai American and Caribbean

countries, vocational training programs are implemened withol4
y ,

any national institution acting as a focus; such is the case in
i T

El Salvador and Haiti. In the DominicanRepublic: many
,

vocational training institutes have peen created
1

recently under-,

a General Supervisory Service. In Cuba, various ministries and
i

agenciesoarry out important action in the-vocational training

field; the most important

I
aspects 'are co-ordinatedNr'an Advisory.

mmTechnical Committee set u towards the end of 1972. Finally, in

Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago vocatipnal training is dependent

on several different ministries and training tasks are performed

by both public and privateagencies. The major feature'of all

these programs is that they are skill- and job oriented and

usually are carried on outside the traditional schbol system.

By 1960, six Latin Aperican countries hadintroduced

vocational training schemes. Their representatives met at the

Seventh Regidnal ILO Conference in Buenos Aires and recommended

the establishment of a co-operative mechanism to encourage

collective work. Thus CINTERFOR (Interamerican Research and

Documentation CeAre on Vocational Training) came. into being to .

t.)



promote creation
- . ..

activities by closer

specialist .

21

of new institutions and expand their

contact.aMong their printhpals and

Vocational[Training Institutions Included in This Study

,

The Latin American vocational training institution's

referred to in this study are shown in Table

Table .2:

Cou-ntry

Institutions Surveyed by CINTERFOPil 1
_Full name Acronym

Argentina

Bplivia

Brazil

Colombia

Costa Rica

thile

Ecuador

El Salvador

GUAtemala

Honduras

Mexico

Nic4tagua

Panama

Pa ragiiay

Peru

Uruguay,

Vtnezuela

National Council for TehhniCal Education --CONET

National Manpower TrAining Service \ -FOMO

National-Industrial Training Service .SENAI
National Commercial Training Service SENAC2
Intensive P gram for Manpower Training -'PIPM0

'1P
National Ma power Department (Ministry DNM02

of Labo r) F

National +raining Secvioe'
.

National Training Institute

National Vocational Training-Lnstitute

Ecuadorian Vocational. Training Service

National Training Department

Technical Institute for Training and
Productivity

pational Vocational Training Institute
4

National Service for Accelerated'
Manpower Training'

National Training. Institute

Vocational Training Department

National Service for Occupational
Promotion

National Service for Training in
Industry and Tourism

Polytechnic ScAools UTU

Natidbal,Institute'for Educational INCE.
Co-operation

SENA

INA

INACAP

SECAP

DNA 2

INTECAP

INFOP

ARMO

\INA

IFARHU 2

SNPP

SENATI

1 CINTERFOR has been carrying,a yearly survey on these
institutions since 1970. See Cuadro Comparativo y Fichas,
Descriptiias de las Instituciones'de Formacion Profeaional
de America Latina. ,w

No,inforTatio
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National CouncillOor Technical Eduction (CONET)

V '

CONET was legally established in 1959: Amendment were

made to the act ln 1971! CONET was set pp as.an auton ous .

national institution-controlled by the Ministry of Education and

fulture. The Co cil is directed by a Chairman, who is required

-.td be a.special* t in technical.education. The controlling Board_

consists of eight voting:members representing the following areas:

three memberr from the technical teaching 'field; one member
_

representing Ministryof Labour; one member resenting the

teachers taking part in CONET activitids-; two members representing

employer Argani,zations; and one representing the recognized main

workers' organization or legitimate.union of workers,in the '

technical education field.
. .

. The objectivesof CONET are to meet both qualitatively and
. . .

quantitatively the demand for human resources at middle-technician
-

4
.

and skilled workerjlevel. The COunCil also_strives td-pin ide

vocational-techniclayeducatil as Well as all-round educator:.
.

,...--CONET wishes to insure bett a co- oration with other sys s of

middle- level educati p and seeks to promote technical-xOttional

7training which is mdre closely adjusted to the need for

technological progress. The Council` strives to do this by

matching training with employMent opportunities. CONET pbbvides

short courses in order to meet urgent skill requirements and
.

,

therefore provided greater opportunities for' adult training.-

mmCONET is involved in commercial and service sectors, and in/-

the fields of agriculture; mining, industry,' Mime economics, and

in the artisan trades. One per cent of all wages, salaries, (and

other incomes .paid to)persons employed in industry provides some

of the funding for-GONET. Supplementary financing and resources,

are provided from the national budget. Support is also derived

from-national education funds and the NAtional Minimum Wage

Council, the Entertainments Tax, and any other contributions

available/ ,

1

4
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As of 1975 the CONET's facilities were 34 cenrres'equipped
, ,,

; wih.worksfiops, ClAssrcoms, and offices and 89 entres equip ed
%,% -J

with mobile units 'The-staff included 15,220 fulliiime

instructors, 13,5 -0 part-time instructors, 10,750 techni I /-

personnel, 19,050"auxiliary and support personnel, aid 2,050
I 04

. -executive pergonnr.

CONET courses are given in permanent cehtry54 such as the
t ,

...41. r

National Technical Schools and Vocational Centres for Adolescents,,

in mobile units, and in Accelerated Vocational Training Centres.

There is a basic orientation and training course given. as well as

-training in artisan. trades, initial training and upgradipg,

adv need training, and teacher training.e
.

> The programs of the Council are developed in accordance

with manpower requirements as estimated by the'National

Development Council and by CONET's research service. T4seervicei
collaborates, with provincial governments, natiojtal bodies, state,

and private projects, and trade Unions.' The programs also work
_ .

through CONET's own Technical\ Co-operation and Assistance Service.
t

BOLIVit

National Manpower Training Service (FOMO)

FOMO wes founded in February 1972 as a self-directing

senwice responsible ultimately to the Ministry of Labour and

Trade Union Affairs. -The Service is led by an executive dilector

-and under the overall control of a 'Department of. Planning and

Co-ordination. The'executive ditector.ie appointed by the

Mi4ster of Labour. The' Department of Planning'apd Co-ordination

oversees the operational services, which are in turn set AP,,:by

the Regional Centres at La Paz, Santa Cruz, and Tarija. jhe

Department is also responsible for, supportserviFes.

FOMO seeks to improve skill levels of the. workirig force in

the industrial, service and agricultural sectors. It also aims

to help all economic and secial development programs; to

co-operate in any projects which raise the general productivity of
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the country; to assist in any policiwhich are directed towards-.

- achieving an economic maintenance between expanding and declining

regiMsf to advance the position of unskilled workers; to provide

trainkeg and participation in vocational rehabilitation of.the

mentally, physically,.and socially handicapped.
. I

The Service expects to diversify its activity in'order to

meeE the need Vat skilled manpower. Eventually the aim is to

create a national vocational training system outside,thA

educational system teaching occupational skills,eb those workers

who are unable to benefib from the s andard education system.

FOMO is active in agricultural, indu trial, and service sectors.

1. II The Services funded in:2m Volunta-fi-cOntributions,_

? employers' and workers' organizations, foreign OA, and the

national budget. As of 4975 the facilities -of FOMO were reported

as fellows: three regional offices'with tree centres equipped

with workshops,"classrooms,'and 'offices:an one mobile unit,

equipped with Mobile.workshops. On staff were 20 full-time

instructors, 13 part-time instru tors, 22 support personnel,

9 technical personnel, and 9 exec tive personnel.

FOMO offers courset and prog ams by agreement with

t- industrial firms, national serlices or enterprises, and
i.

agricultural organizations.' These, include adult training, basic

"4.

training, and extended training courses. They are offered at the

folloWing centres: La Paz, Tarija; Santa Cruz, and Cochabamba.

Mohile units offer courses.at-Santa Cruz, TaLja, and La Paz.

There is lon -term planning and intermediary term planning
1

for the National Manpower Training Setviceto comply with national

development plans. There is also short-term plann1dg to provide a

structure for immediate activity and courses therefore are based
$'

on a six-month period.

BRAZIL

National Service for Industrial'Tra ning (SENAI)

SENAI TAT declared a corpora td on in 1946, although legally
1 '

ro
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it had been established in.1942- SENAI has both national and

regional services, being directedby the NatiOnal and Regional

councils of the National Confedeation of Industry. The National

Council and the Regional Council are responsible, for the'
. .

--,

programTing and p licy making of the Service. SENAI is
,

administered by the National and Rdt;ional partments, thus'

,
decentralizing its'administration,)Which mean= that theregions

themselves are fairly autonomous, The Chai:rmA o he NatiOnel
..:

Confederation of Industry sits on the National.0 uncil., e -,

National Council includes representatives of the R,plo Sl.Councilt
ift-

of the Ministries of.Tducation and Culture and of Lagour. and

Social -InsurAhce, "a'ndk3f the transport, fisheries, and, .

communications branches qf the government. S AI draWs up its ownv
ourses and programs,at its vocational train

II ,

ti4

c

g centres.

The objectives of SENA are to establ} h vocational training

aid ;apprenticeship programs for youth and ad, ts. Courses in

specialist trades, are at the middle-technioi n level. SENAI also ,

cpnduOts resear, h and industrial manpower s veys. The Service

strives to co-oidinate the apprenticeship ograms it offers for

outh with the regular, educational system of the country. SENAI

also encourages and implements broader general educational content

`and a flexible system of assistance schemes and ingsed

scientific and technical content in the SENAI syll-bi, which are

developediat the...ce4resad's and at project sites.. SENAI ries to
4

establish a parallel system of education within theic ntry. for

workers. The Servjce also evaluates vocational training prograMs,

and through national co-ordination.of the regional activities

strives to integrate the system as a whole?' SENAI is active in

the communications and 'fisheries pectors as well as th e of

'industry and transportation.

The Service ios funded by a levy of 4% on'the wages of -

industrial workers. An additional 20% of this levy is'taken from

those projects or enterprises with more than 500 workers.

Resources are also found in donations,'fines for infringements,

and other miscellaneous sources. As of 1975, the facilitiesiweA

as follows: 22 regioril offices; 155 centres equipped with

3'3
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workshops', classrooms, and offices; apd 11MObile!unit . -The

staff incldbled 2,603 full-tim'e, instructors,' 67,3 part -time

instructors;, 2,667 auxiliary/and support personnel, 88.0exeAtive

persOnnel, and,798 technical persannel...
.

A. . ....

..

SENA' Pray' e'i,ndustr. 1 appnenii.Vhip for.youthxbetc4Aen,

the ages of fOurte n and eig teerO\ extendeds'training cour es, and
,

,,pourses for unempl yed adults. LtAalso p ovides .e4end d aiting
for supervisory pe onnel and midd e-1 e- , technidian'co rses for

11.t e textile, ceramics., paper and pulp,' plastics, grap4ic arts, .

engineeriKg, id metallurgical industries. SENA' provides

1!
I

extended training for its own management, technical; and tachini(.---

. staff, and also Conducts training for the blind. It works clOsely

with theM4Istry of Education and Culture and thefMnistry of

Labour _and Social Insuranc. -whenrograMming and developing its

training schemet.

\ Thele programs are basedi-on rtbdi41 surveys of the ,

vocational training needs and\the manpower retourcesof the

-countty as a whole as well a'sigf each regiOn. It is the regional

departments Which prepare Schem and projects co-rprdinated with

the regional, economical, and soci 1 dIelopment plans.

gRozxt /-`)

'Nati'onl Service for Commercial Training (SENAC)

V.
This Service was founded in. 1946 as''a, c porate body. SENAC

represents and is direc'e
,.

y the National Conf deratioryof Trade. .

To carryout the admxni ration_ it hasa.National Board, which is

responsible for_ activities, oughout Brazil:and which hat a

National Council,.National Administrative Service, alkd Fiscal

Service. The NationaICoUncil is-made up.of the Chairman of the

National Confederation of Trade, a CHairman.ex- ticio, a

Vice-Chairman, and representatives of the Ministry o Ed4cation
4 ,

and CultAre and the Ministry of Labour and Social Irfsurance. he
,.1

Council also has .representatives of each National.Fedetation the

Chairman of the Natidnal4FederatIon of ComMercial Employees, nd

3.
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the DirectOr-General of the National Administrative Servi-e.

The National )Anministrative Seryice programs SENAC's overall
,

activity. This Program must be approved by the National Cduncil.

The Council then sees that technical assistance is providedto the -

regidhal boards. The administration also includet the regional

boards, which are responsible for administration with theiir

territories. Each termator has a Regional Council and a Regional

Administrative Service T s Administrative Service is the body

which impleMents the p ()grams issued by the Regional Board.
. .

The objectives of SENAC are to:provide apprenticeship apd

adult training in commercIal-abd:6-eher services. It aims for a

training based'on contemporary methods and operates iri the fields'

of wholesale and retail trade, storage ,and communication services,

tourism and hotel trades, hospitals, and health and, personal

ervices. .

A levy of 1% on Wages of employees in commeree and related'

activities is the financial resource of this Service. SENAC also

.teceives gifts gnd legacies and independent contributionsAs of .

1975 the facilities of SENAC were twerrey-two. regional centres

with Classrooms, workshops, and offices. The staff included

2,807 part-time instructorsy 315 technical personnel, and,56

executive personnel,.

The SENAC courses fall into the categories of basic and

extended training courses with upgrading and updating techniques.

They include.apprenticedhip programs, seminars, and study.

meetings. The programming of SEgAC,activities is designed in

complianCe with commercial requirements and thoserresources",-,

available to the Servide.

COLOMBIA

National Training Service (SENA)

Established in 1957, the National T?Itening Service was

reorganized in December 1968. Although it ;comes under the

Ministry of Labour and Social Security, it is administratively-

1
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independent, being a public corporation with its.own funds.'

,Structuraaly, the National Training Service is headed by

National Administrative Board and a Director-General. Members of

the Board include representatives of the government, employers'

and workers' organizations, and the church. The Minister of
Labour sits'as Chairman bf.t.he Board. Repesenting the President'

of the Republic is the Director-General, who is responsible for

management, co-ordination, supervision, and control. Program
imelementation.is based on socio-economic reg,ions, that is, on

regional unit-S, which are.headed by regional boards with regional

,administrators who act as,representatives of the National

AdminiStrativeBoard and the Director-General. The

Comptroller-Generalpof the Republic supervises the accounts. A

control and evaluation committee is appointed for each centre or

program.

The Service aims to advance workers socially through

comprehensive training. This requires collaboration with

employers to establish and maintain a national apprenticeship

system. It also aims to give vocational training to workers in

all economic sectors and at all levels. It'strives to help

employers organize vocational training and upgrading programs for

their administrative workers and other workers at all occupational

levels. The Service, through all economicalevels, develops

apprenticeship programs for skilled tracNs. It expands adult
7,

vocational training in the SENA centres and in enterpvides with

the hope of raising national productivity and promoting social

Ai

progress at all technical nd administrative employment levels.

The Service produces advi ry programs for small- and medium-sized

enterpris'es aridItraining prOgrams for middle- and high-level

technicians. II is active at the ndustriaI, commercial,

agricultural and stock-raising levels, that is, in all

occupational fields.

Funds are provido0 forthe National.,Training Service by a

levy of .5% of the monthly payroll of national, regional, and

14ca1 authorities. A levy of 2% is made on the payroll of private

employers, public establishments, state-controlled industrial and

4
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commercial enterprises, and semi-public ,'meanies with not less
than $50,000 or with moreAhah ;ten permanent employees. 'Funds-are
alsO derived froM the pfoceeds of penalties impeded by the
'Ministry of Labour, gifts., and other cdntributions.

As.of 1975, the facilities of SENA were as folloWs: 17

regional offices; 64 centres equipped with workshops, classrooms,
and offices; 61 centres equipped with mobile units,. The stAf
included 2,416 full-time instructors, 917 part-time instruct s,

1,199 auxiliary and support personnel, 433 technibal,pefsontiel,
and 406 executive personnel.

The type of help given by SENA includes sandw'ich courses and
adult training either in SENA centres or within the enterprises
which includes related training and upgrading'cob.rses. A,special
Program of Social Advancement for Workers (Programa de Promocion
Popular) has been, instituted which is characterized by the use of
mobile training units. Help is also given in the support programs
for business and industry in middle- and higher-technician courses
And in superVisory and management training:

SENA programming is based on the skilled manpower needs and
national development plans,'which are themselves drawn up on-a
five-year basis' and periodically adjusted. Regional plans are
worked out annually for the corresponding stages of the national
five-year plan.

COSTA RICA

National Training Institute

L,
The Natibnal Training Institute.was established in May 1965

as a semi-autonomous corpOrate bcdy with its own funds. The
Institute is controlled by a Board of Directors, a Manager, and an
Assistant Manager. The Board is composed of seven members

appointed by the Government Council, an Executive President, and

six tt persons experienced in adult training. The main

function of the Executive President is to see that decisions

adopted by th Board are carried out and:. to co- ordinate the
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Institpte's activities with those ofItherstate.agencieS. `The
\ ,

Manager and.Assistant Managerare:in'charge of organization,

planning, co- ordination, afta control. rrojects are carried out by..

a Technical Operations Division, according to the guidelines laid

out by both management and the Board, Finances are controllpl by .

Q -

the ComptrollervGeneral of the Republic. ,Vxcluding the board of .

Directors, the Manager, Assistant Manager, and the auditot,
g

officialsilf the Institute are all civil servants. ;,

The objective of the Nation 1 Training Institute is to -------&-____.

establish a national systetil of prenticeship, further education,

and social advancement with vocational as well ap accelerated

'training for dults. This trai.ning is to be implemented. either
.,;.

within training centres or within the enterprises themselves.
so'

The Institute seeks to establish a national-system of.vocational

training to meet the increa 'n mend for workers at all levels

of skill. It also aims to imp ve the prOductiNfity of workers in''.4e--3

all levels of employment and to provide enterprises with the.

training facilities acrd help they may require, to meet specific
y

persOnnel needs.
. ,

The Institute is involved at the industrial, commerciali
..-,

agricultural, animal husbandry, mining, and other,service levels.
y

Punds are derived from levies,on private sources and state bodieS

As of 1975.INA had two regional, offi.ces. Theinstaffincluded
147 full-time instructors, 40 part-time 'instructors, 223

auxiliary and support personnel, 203 technical pel-sonnel,, and

23 executive-personnel.
, p

Apprenticeship training courses are organized on a sandwich

basis and are given jointly-by an Ii, centre, and- within the

project concerned. Vocational.training courses for adults and
.,

youth are given; as is training f&r workers already employed,
.

which inCludes related training, further tra"ining, and tr fling

a
,

for social advancement., Courses given with the6use oP INA

and project facilities, mobile units, and/or other approved

arrangements. There.are extended education courses for women.

\--In Decet er 1971 the' Apprenticeship Act established a national
,.

fisystem'o apprentigeship which provides youth with systematid,and

r.
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comprehensive vocational training either in training Centres or

within specific projects in ordez to acquire those skills needed

for the occupationt in which they are, or may already be,

employed.

Priorities for Institute activities are based on demographic

data, employment-structure and trends, national economic and

social development policies, and a technical assessment of the

employment situation. Also taken,into account are present as well

as Egture manpower needs. The Institutes programs are also based

on national and individual interests as well'as the availability,

of ex sting and projected

CHILE

National Vocational Training Institute (INACAP)
I

Adult training activities were founded in Chile in

September 1950 with the establishment of the Technical, 1

Co-operation Service (Servicio de Cooperacion Tec ica). 7
In

October 1966, these activities were made official with the

establishment of the National Vocational Training Institute, a

corporate body connected to the National Development Corporation

( CORFO). ,

Physically the organization of INACAP is centralized, but
o 8 .4

operationally it is more diversified: The Institute is directed

by a Board, headed b'y a,)tesident, and has representatives from

CORFO, the ministries of LaboUr and Education, the Council of

University. Rectors, and employers' and workers' assoc_i-ations.

This is a decision- and policy-making Board which passes on

Aqtdirectives to an Executive Co i tee." An Executive Director then.,
. implements the policies. There are eleven regional areas

responsible4 for carr}/inG out various policies.

The'objective (of INACAP is to provide up-to-date vocational

training for worke s and others in accordance with those

priorities given n the governmdint's economic and social
c

development plans., Like other state institutions, INACAP must



adapt its policies tO the National Plan, aiming to meet the

national objectives of .government programs.' This aim includes

all procesAes, institutions, and agencies connected with the

Institute ,and its policies.

Although INACAP's actlivity must varyjaccording to ctianging
.

economic requirements of the cou tr-y, its aim is mainly to traih

manpower.fox agriculture, fore-St y, animal husbandry, mining,

fisheries, manufacturing industries, building, electricity,

commerce, transport, communications, and government and private/

Services. Courses offered range from semi-skilled to
1

middle-technitian.

Funds for INACAP are provided frOm the annual budget of

CORFO, Which origthates -in the Ministry of Economy, along with

special grants from the,stateand from public and private bodies.

The facilities of the' Institute included/ as of 1975, 13 regional

offices, 29 centres equipped wi-th'Workshops, classrooms, and

offi.cesriplus 1,1 centresequipped with-mobile unitsNand 22 mobile,

units equipped with mopile'workshops. Staff in 1975 included 481.'

full -time instructors,-142,part-time instructors, 547 auxiliary

and suppor,t personnel, dnd 372 executive and technical personnel.

The INACAP .courses are given in training centres, workshops,

mobile units, and in special projects. There are training,

extended training, and specialist courses for adults..

Apprenticeship is available for'youth leaving the basic general

eduCation schools,_. and middle -level courses are gi secondary

school leavers.:It is possible for adult workers to the

'opportunity to enter universities through this higher labour

education. The extended 'ttraining in employment programmes gives

workers an opportunity to improve both their employment and

educational status. Occupational. training is given to ,physically
m

handicapped persons under the Vocational Rehabilitation Program.

Imdtstries are alsiste* by the On-the-Sob Training Program to

establish their own training courses in accordance with their

needs, utilizing theiir own persounel(and facilities. For, each

industry, qualified INACAP specialists will train organizers and

instructors for courses.

0-
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N .

A Programming Committee carries out plans on the basis,of

ascertained requirements in each area and in each region, in

accorjance with policies already establishedVat thecentral level.

ECUA564_,

Ecuadorigh Vocational Training Service (SECAP)

fp October 1966, SECAP was established as a corporate body.

Subsequently, in 1971, it became a public body under the Ministry

of Social Insurance apd Labour, having its own funds. The Services

is headed by a National Council on which the ministers of Education

and Production are represented. The main power, however, resides

with the'Mimister of Social Insurance and-Labour and is put into

prakt4 e through the Council. The Minister of Social Insurance

and L our may be represented through the Under-Secretary, who in

turn May act as Chairman of the National Council. If the ministers

of Education and Production are absent, they may be represented by

civil,servants with suitable qualifications and experi rice in

technical. education. The other members of the Council ma drawn

frOm the technical directors of the National Planning Board.
4

Technical ditectors of CENDES or theiff representatives are also-on

the Council and two members and theirdeOties from employers' and

workers' organizations are also presen . The following departments

are supervisedby the N*enal Executive Board: the, administrative

service,IP . the pia', , and programming service, operations

departmerits,A4d bdards, and the management branch.

Like sim it organizations in other countries, SECAP strives

to provide vocational training for workers employed in all

economic areas. This training includes accelerated courses for

person:: over the age of foUrteen; it also includes the training of

't"clults for employmnt opportunities and the training of managers

for small enteepAises. . The Service also strives to train

middle-level supervisory personnel. The overall:objective has

been to organize a vocational training system on a national basis

which covers all ttolecountry's economic activities.
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As of 1975 the facilities_of SECAP were three regional _

officyand four centres equipped with workshops, classrooms,

and offices. The staff includedA6 full -Mime instructors, 70

Qauxiliary and administrative personnel, 44 technical personnel,

and 4 executive personnel.

Financial resources are drawn from the national budget.

The allocation is four million sucres. From the Ministry of

Industry and Commerce comes a levy of .2 per thousand on the

value of industrial machinery imported. A'further levy of .5

per thousand on the wages and salary payr011s of enterprises in

the industrial, commercial, or services sectors provides more

funding. Resources are also acquired through a small charge

placed onathose trainees who have noAconnection with any

enterprise, but Seek oply vocational-training.

The types of courses offered by SECAP fala in the range of

specialist training for those already in the labour forge. They

also cover assistance for training witpin enterprises, 4nd

training of supervigory and management personnel. Courses are

also designed to train instructors who will themselves give

2 vocational training.

Manpdwer surveys provide the basis for the vocational

training programs given by SECAP. These programs aie designed for

on-year, two-year, and five-year periods, and utilize statistics

from various sources as well as from the country's General'

Development Plan. Activities are programmed for each year and

within every branch of the ecoridmy for each geographical'regdon.

The trend of SECAP so far has been to organize a vocational

training system ccArering all the country's economic activities.

GUATEMALA

Technical Institute for Vocational Training and Productivity

(INTECAP)

INTECAP was established under the administrative control of

the Minister of Labour and Social Welfare and was designed to

A "..1
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be an independent; non-profit-making corporate body with'its own

funds. The Minister of LabOi.ir and Solial Welfare is the Chairmail

of the governing body of INTECAP. The Vice-Chairman is the

Minister of Economic Affairs. The SeCretary-General is from the

National Council for Economic Planning. The Board. also includes

five members who represent the Co-Ordinating Committee for

Industrial, Agricultural, Commercial, an,,Financial Associations,

(CACIF), the Chamber of Commerce, the Chamber of Industry, the

Geheral Association of Agriculturalists, the Association of

Bankers, and two members representing the legally constituted

workers', organizations. In this governing body the

Secretary-General acts as the executive direator. As of 1975 the

Institution contained an Operations Directorate which1 included

four divisions: agriculture and animal husbandry, industry and

handidrafts, commerce and technical services; and administrative

and financial departments.

The objectives of INTECAP are to promote higher productivity

in all economic sectors and to develop human resources at all-

employment levels. This would include management levels, with

special emphasis given to accelerated basic vocational training.

The trend' INTECAP has leen to decentralize instruction in order

to reach rur 1 districts and zones most likely to be the sites of

future industrial development. Efforts have been made to train

farm workers in methods of industrialized agricultural production.
w

The general objective has been to give technical training to

workers already employed and to provide apprenticeship training to

youth.

The activities of INTECAP extend into the agricultural,

artisan, industrial, commercial, and service fields. Training

courses are given in all these areas at all occupational levels.

Special technical assistance is given for projects or enterprises

or even, particular branches of busines/t and industry.

Funds include a state subsidy om the national budget and

fees for oqxtain, courses, especially at the middle and management

levels. Consultancy fees from special projects also provide funds.-

Thet'e is a levy based on a rising scale between .5% and 1% on the
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payrolls of industrial and service projects which include more

than five workers. This levy also Applies to agricultural

projects which: require mote than ten p4manent employees.

The facilities of INTECAP reported in 1975 were six regional

offices, four centres beinAtradully equipped, an4 fifty-three

other centres le.4sed by INTECAP. The staff included 53 full-time

instructors, 76 part-time instructors, 173 auxiliary and

administrative support personnel, 32 technical personnel, and

12 executive personnel.

The types of courses offered by INTECAP inclUde middle-level

technician courses, management and supervisory training,

apprenticeship for youth between the ages of fourteen and

..',4.eighteen, and vocational training for both employed and unemployed

adults. For unemployed secondary school leavers there is training

offered whic4 includes both basic and extended levels.of training

in industrial and commercial trades. INTECAP also provides

in-service training to its own instructors.

Generally speaking, the Institute programs include o,

permanent and ad hoc schemes. These are planned on the basis of

surNiqys of manpower requirements carried out by the Institute

itsellf at all economic leVels and on requests received frop local

authorities,-co-operatives, communities, or private sources for

specific courses. Programs ai-e also based on the earlier

statistical,studies set up by institutions which preceeded

INTECAP, for instance CFPI, CENDAP, and CDPI, An evaluation of,

the data collected by regional representatimes on local vocational

training needs is given serious consideration i all programs.

HONDURAS'

National Vocational Training I stitute (INFOP)

INFOP was created in December \972 as an autonomous,

corporate body having its own funds under the administrative

control of the Ministry of Labour-and Social Security. Ae
Governing Council of INFOP is comprised of the followinglmembers-t-

r

9
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the Minister of Labour and Social Security, the Minister of\
Education, the Minister amiC-§and Commerce, the Executive
Secretary of th Counci Economic Planning, two reprlenta ives
of the Council o the Private tlibterprise of Honduras, and,two

representativ of the Confederation of Workers of Honduras. The
Governing'Council makes policies and approves programs and
4&tivities of the institute, its regulations, budget,.and senior.
personnel.

The objectives of INFOP are to increase productivity in the

various industrii al sectors of the economy through the establishment
and operation of a national sygitem of training in accordance with
the national plan for economic and soci)l development..

INFOp's; funding is provided by a levy of .5% On wages and

salaries paid to civil servants. (except members of the army); a

levy of 1% on wages and salaries paid by autonomous institutions
(except universities); 1% levy, ,96n wages and salaries paid by

4 employers employing more than 504orkers, or less than 5 workers

but an asset -equivalent to 20.000 lempiras or more; voluntary

contributions from co-operatives and workers' associations; and

dqnations, grants, or other revenues from voluntary organiz .tions

and governments.

As of 1975 the facilities of INFOP included two centres

equipped with workshops, classrooms, and offices, and the

following staff; 37 full-time instructors, 40 part-time

instructors, 48 auxiliary and support personnel, 42 technical

personnel, and 13 executive personnel.

Among the mjor activities of INFOP are the following:

research projects to determine the stock of human resources of the

country and present and-future training needs; planning and

administration of training programs for all occupations and

industrial sectors of the economy; organization of training

programs foi the unemployed; consultancy service for employers

°ITwillingto ganize a training prOgram themselves or to start an

apprenticeship program; co-operation with the national program for

literacy and adult education; acting as a placement service.

INFOP offers a range of training programs which includes
i

50
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apprenticeship, basic training, fuither training, and management.

training. Rresent trends are'directed towards organizatiop,

control, do-ordination, and evaluation -of All vocational training

ad4iities at,the national level.

MEXICO

National Service'for Accelerated Manpower Training for Industry

. (ARMO)

Armo was originally' established by the governitlentpf Mexico

with help from the United Nations Special Fund. This was by an

agreementi.signed on 21 June'1965'which ex4red on 31 December 1971.

At that point- the government assumed full responsibility_for the

Service. ARMO Is headed by a Co-Ordinating Committee whic.h

directs, co-ordinates, and evaluates the institution's. vtivities.

The Chairman of this Committc, the Under-Secretary for lIndustry

and Commerce. Metbers include represent, the mi.' rry

of Finance and Credit, the - df e,

:.the Ministry
0
of r. :cation, ,stry or rok ,Lyn Affairs, the

National Financing orpopation, and the National Productivity

Centre. .01/the Director is in charge of executive management, and a

Trustee Committee controls finances and ,budgeting.

The objectives of ARMO are the training and extended

training of industrial instructors as'vell as extended training'

for workers with a view to improving skill levels. THe Service ) .

' A
also prepares teaching materials and equipment required for these

pro ams. Technical assistance is given to projects and

institutions for vocational training purposes. The National

Servite for Accelerated Manpower Training for Industry aims to

.expand its'capacity so that it ail.; provide mast of the country's

enterprises and institutions with facilities for in -plant

training. Its general purpose is to instigate and develop the

further training of the tabour force. Thetarea of activity
,

involves mainly thd industrial sector of the nation.

Currently, funding is provided from the government of

--;

r.: ,
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Mexico. Initially, however,, the government covered 62% acid the

United Nation Special Fund 38% of the total budget during the .

introductory period. Since 1972, the government of Mexico has

provided all funds required. As of 1975, the facilities of ARMO

included fiye regional=offices. The staff included 86 part -time

instructors, 60 auxiliary and suppjt personnel, 73 technical,

person 1, and 4 executive persolvel,

The Service conducts its extended training courses fott

instructors and accelerated training courses for workers at its

Central Unit in Mexko-City. Instructors trained at the Central

Unit then give courses in the principal t&ins'for instructors from

ihdustrial projects or enterprises, together with extended

training courses for workers and supervisory personhel, When

technical assistance is required, it is provided eithee:by,the

Central Unitsdr by local regional services.

The annual plan of ARMO is produced in accordance- with

general/industrial training needs. Priority is given to

requirements 'Coitmon to several branches cif, industry.
0 .

e-

NICARAGUA

National Training Institute (INA)

INA was eated on 8 April 1967 as an autonomous body under

the supervisi n of the Ministry of Labour. The Institute is

funded by the Ministry of Labour and its administration is the

responsibility of the Director-General. The objectives of INA are

to train apprAtices, semi-skilled, and skilled workers for the

,manufacturing, agricultural; livestock, ServiOes,,and public

sectors of the economy. However, by 1975 the Institute was.also

training personnel for the manufacturing and construction

subsectors.

AI of 1975, the facilities of INA included two training

centres, one equipped with workshOps, classrooms, and offices,

the other equipped with mobile units to provide in-service or

on-the-job training. By that time, the staff included

5',
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34 full -tike instructors, 10 part-time cnStructors,\37 auxiliary
-4 4

and support personnel, 4 technical personnel,' and 1 executive.

INA has been acting as a, National Service for Accelerated

Training in Nic4ragua, particularly for the manufacturing and
AT

construction sector, but .its, general purpose is,to instigate and

develop the various sectors 'of the economy demanding skilled

personnel to co-operate in°the 4
estab4shment of a Fltional,

training service eqUally available to the several setors of the

economy.,

- PARAGUAY

National Service for Professional Promotion (SNPP)

SNPP was established\n July 1971 by the Ministry of Justice

and Labour in Paraguay: The Service is controlled by a Board

whin consists of the Director of the SerVice as Chairman and six

other members appointed by the government. The Ministry of

Justide and Labour nominates the Director, who is.thenappointed

to the Boar,d. The members of the Board are representatives of the

Ministry of EducatiOn'and Culture, the Ministfy of Industry and

Trade, the Ministry of Agriculture and Farming, the National

Planning Secretariat, and employers' and workers' organizations.

The objectives of SNPP are to provide free vocational

training, which includes further training, for semi-skilled and

unskilled workers within all sectors of the economy. SNPP-also

aims to provide .general educ6,tion in addition to vocational

training, to train instructors, and to give initial alld extended

training to middle-level management. The Service strives to

provide initial and extended training for adult workers of both

sexes in order to achieve swift and effective development of

skills within the labour force and to produce a system of,

apprenticeship for youth.

The activities of SNPP cover the agricultural,, forestty,

industrial, and service fields. Funds are derived from cdmptOpry

monthly levies on all private employers, which amount to 1% of

4
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their payroll. Punds also adcrue fcom an annual allocation from

the national budget, gifts, legacie4, and other sources.

As 1 1975, SNPP was reported to have three centres equipped"
. .

)
wit workshops, cla-ssroomsfr, -and offices and thirty-eight,dentres

equi ped with mobile units'. Staff included 41 full-time.

instructors, 3 pare-time instructors, ant 3 executive personnel,.

SNPP`courses are held at the pilot centre at Asuncion, and

at other centres througteriltaraguay as. well as in mobile centres.
eThree types of courses 4re given: hose given by the SerNiice

m
itself, using-its own instructors and' pacilities; those given by

.... . .

°- SNPP instructOrs 0.projects;orotlkinstitutions; and those
, .

,.

given at piolebtO.fes,o'other-4 stttutions which use own)
.

-;... %

faeilitlesaii(V1- rUctOrs with'onlY,:the technical assista e and
.f '4.-,lnethods developed bySNpP. ,

.,.;:.

.

SNPP's activities are programMed :in accordance with the

governmennational development.and,employment policy. These

activities are planned on the basis of 'continual assessments 'of
,

manpower priorities as well as on previdtils studies of manpower

requirements.

PERU

National Service for Training in Industry and Tourism (SENATI)

SENATI was originally established in 1961 by a legal act

which was amended several months later, and then again 19/2

and 1974. It is a decentralized public body of the ind strial and

'tourist sector, recognized as a corporate body. SENATI is headed

by a National Council and A National Board:, The members siting

on the National Coun il are the Chairmanappointed by the

Ministry of fndustrY and Tourism; two members nominated by and

repreSenting the Ministry of Industry and Tourism; a member

nominated by and repreSenting the Ministry of Education; a member

nominatedhoy and representing the Ministry of Labour; a

representative of the Peruvian University of Engineering; a

member nominated by and representing the National Planning
4 5 e1 1
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Institute; one representative of employers' organizations in.the,
industrial sector; one representative of the "industrial

communitieef-a representatiVe of SENATI employees; a

representative of hotel keepers and kindred establishments

throughout the country; and a representative of workers from
hotels and such industries.

The objectives of SENATI are in accordance with the Peruvian
Act, which relates to the industry and tourism sector. SENATI's
aims are to establish the principle of adull#14ining at all
levels of the tourism sector as specified by the General Education

0
Act. SENATI strives to promote apprenticeship-In-all-skilled

trades in each branch of the manufacturing indusUclies and to
provide extended training incentres%nd within projects.

Preparation of training schemes for skilled, occupations is also
part of the SENATI program and the Service haA made efforts to
extend its activities to.the hotel trades as well as tourism. It

. is also active in all areas of the industrial sector, and lodging
establishments.

Funds are derived from a monthly levy'of 1.5% on the waged
of private or limited companies engaged'in the activities which

--are classified,as "manufacturihgindustries," This is based on
the International Standard ClasSificetioh of Occupations.-
Companies which carry a levy musty employ. more than fifteen workers.

This tAPOI,r5ed on4y on the first 24,000. gold soles. Eighty\
4i

per cent or-the amount collected is spent by SENATI in the regions

which contribute these fuhds. When the administrative expenses

have been deducted from the other 20$ of the levy, the balance may

be'allocated by the National Council to those training activities
in regions 4,11ch have inadequate resources.

Facilities of SENATI reported in 1975 were three regional

offices and four centres equipped with workshops; classrooms, and
offices. Staff included 491 full-time instructors, 10 part-time

instructor* 484 4xiliary and administrative personnel, 171s

technical personnel, and 52 executive personnel.

Vocational training ,centres provide courses at the level of

primary and secondary supplementary and upgrading for adult

5.3
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workers. They also provide apprenticeship for young people.

There are courses for supervisors and management personnel as well

as special courses given in accordance with.the needs of any

special activities or groups of projects. These SENATI courses_

,cover every type of trade. Semi-skilled and skilled workers are

able to attend courses at their place of employment because of

instruction-which isbased on analytical and active teaching

methods (Unidad de Instruccion). Mobile teams give courses at

project sites or places which may be removed from the regional

centres of instruction.

Projected needs for skilled manpower are taken into.account

when organizing SENATI prograa These projections'are b4sed on

surveys, on the country's social and economic development plans,

and on the evaluation of any production problems which may be

revealed, in individual enterprises. Programs are adjusted where

necessary and plans for future activity designed'annually by

advisory committees for each hranch of an indpstry. Special

prograds are designed in accordance with the requirements of eachli

region.

URUGUAY

Higher Technical and'Vocational Education Council-Labour

University (UTU)

The UTU of Uruguay was establishedin September 19$2. It

was based on' the institutions, which previously had made up the

Generale Board for Industrial Education, which was an autonomous(,

body. In January 1973, UTU was made responsible for secondary

level technical-vocational education. Technical-vocational

education is co-ordinated, regulated, and, administered by an

autonomous national council, as is the case with all primary and

secondary' education. -" This secondary level echnical-vocational

edUcation is directed and administered by'a ouncil made up of

three members, oneof whom acts as Director-General. The National

Council of Education appoints this Council. The organization is

5
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programoriented,"with each program having its on managemerit.

Programs are in the-sectors of business administration,
!

agriculture, technical-vOcational education, industrial

technidal-vocational education, handicrafts and decorative arts,

home economics, commercial and service fields,'teacher training,

and educational'planning.

The objectives of UTU as outlined in January 1973 are As

follows: to teach those skills and abilities needed in technical
A

and artisaq trades and to prepare for higher education; to develOp

further education received at lower levelb; to train ski led!

workers and provide services responsible for dealing h theu

= psycho-physical problems of,youth in order to meet the needs of a

productive economy; to provide training facilities, including

managetent training, for vocational skills needed to improve

efficiency and productivity; to research, and diStribute, scientific'.

and technical information on a national basis. UTU,is involved

"in all sectors of economic activity)- primary, secondary, and
/7-

bertiary.,7 which involve vocational and technical education and

training\.

Funds are drawn In* the national budget as well as from

legacies., gifts, and other=contritutiong. As of 187'5 the

facilitk.its of UTU included 82 centres equipped with wor shops,

clasroOms, and offices and 93 centres eguipped..with mobs e

units. .Staff included 530 full-time instructors, 2,600 part -,time

instructors, 1,97rauxiliary and support personnel, 50technical

personnel, and 180 executive persolinel:

UTU courses axe given in full-time schools and centres' and

in.mobile training units. Courses offered include regular'

,vocational courses for industrial, agricultural, and artisan

trades as well as fOr artistic occupations, commercial and

service occupations, and training courses for women. UTU also
r

gives teacher and instructor training and extended training. 1

Like other services training is conducted within both public and

private projects or enterprises.

UTU ensures that technical:education is co-ordinated with

general education. Vocational training is programmed to meet the
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,

manpower requirements in agriculture and farming, commerce and

public administration, &nd industry, and programs are based on

Considerations of the government!.s development plans..

VENEZUELA

National Institute for Educational.Cd-operation (INCE) .

,INC'E was established inApgUst 19,59 and fdrther regulated in
.

March 19,11.0. It originated as autonpffibus
,

body With its own
. .

funds under-thecpptrol of the Ministry of Education. Tfle act was

partly amended and brqught intoeffect in January 1970. INCE
.

policy-making iSithe responsibility of the National Administrative',
);

Cbuncil. This Council has a Chairman, Vice-Chairman, and

SeCrebary-General, Who represent the ministries of Education and
V .

Development and Labour: Members of, the Cobncil also represent the

Chambers
(

of Agricultur , Commerce, and Industry. Representatives,

of agricultural an ikdustrial workers and salaried employees
V
(those nominated the unions),, and memb4rs of the Venezuelan

Federation of Tea hers are also meMbersof-the Council.) --An--"'
is

Executive"'Committ administers the Council and consists of a ..

___-C-hairman, Vice-Ch4rman, and;SeCxetary-/General who are all
.... --..

Appointed by the President of the Republic.. i'WO other memberS-,

sitting on'th )1 Committee are nominated by the National 46.
-/----

NOrriinitrative Council from among its o n members. -

ININh strives to develop and pro te ehe vocational training
.'

of adult Worf'ers at 'ell leyels;both th the instiAssian'S own

centres and elsewhere. ' f. prOmotesvocational. training at project

sites in consultationand co-operation with the employers or by
-

correspondence, and also-offers training programsfor unemployed s

s.

s,

...

youth.. It organizesano upep.riSes
o
apprenticeship-for young

workers, trains agricultural Worker96 takes part in literacy

campaigns, and prepares vocational teaching material and equipment.

The basicaim of INCE is to advance apprenticeshkp in every.

economicfield-while simultaneously improving'the skills of those

alreaay emplOyed: The Institute strives to train unemployed 'youth
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through its Training Program for UneMploypd Youth.
INCE is active in thelgommeroial, industrial agricultural;

and service sectors. Itis funded by a 2% levy on the,total
payroll of commercial and industrial enterprises withokive' or more
employees. Workers are subject to a levy of .5% of their wages.
Tho state contribution is equilialent to 20% of the total: levy. As
cif 1945, the facilities e1fINCE were reported to be 3 regional
of.fIces,44 centres equipped with workshops, classrooms, and -

offices, and 18 centres equipped with mobile units. The staff. ,

.incl.udedA,157 full-time instructors, 1,12 part-itime instructors,
1,560 technical- support personnel, 811 auxiliary personnel, 20
executive personnel. 0

. .

INCE facilities -also include training centres, specialist
so

winstitutions, projects, mobile units/ and correspondencecourses.
A
Courses offered include apklenticeshp foryouth between fourteen
and eighteen, accelerated training courses, extended training, i

specialist trade,coUrses for adults, supervisory and instructor
raining, industrial 'relL,tions-courses, literacy 'and.higher. .

. .c tion courses, and training for INCE personnel.

/
.

1.

INCE's,programs are based on regional as well as Occupational'
I "r----

an0,,hationaL manpower surveys. ;These surveys are carried out by
.1

.
...-

th INCE Programming and Technical Services Division and by its
tra ning divisions, which include industrial, commercial, in-plant,
and final -sectors.

Aga

Definitions of Courses Offered by Training Institution's-

116:,Vocational training institutions offer courses to,adulte-
Workerswith no. previous knowledge of the job or occupation for
Whichttik, Okopose to qualit y or.to people wishing to upgrade their

qualifications or receive further education. Also, nine

institutions in Latin kimerica have apprenticeship schemes for youth
and anqther tree intend to start such programs in the near
future.

6
The following standard .terms'are Used to refer to the

5J A
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variodktypes of co ses and programs offered.'
A

1

.

..,

ft. .
-A

1.. i

.4 Apprentieeship schemes for youth trom fourteen
4\

to eighteeh'w-
. , .

years of.age pNvide skill training through a mixed piogram of

,theorepcal,courses.and pradtical'wOrk attaining cenii-e-i."---iii-al-izn.
A

plants over a peridd of about three_yeart.. Apprentices join firms
. ..

,adt enterprises with awspecial work'dontraet known as an
.4.. apprenticeship contract: Candidates for apprenticeship must

.

I.A.

normally have finished primS
t
schooling. The courses require

from 1,600 to 3,000 hoUrs'ot struct4on sptead over eighteen to
thirty -six months. Apprenti eshiP is generally considered'a

specialized vocational training course..

Generally speaking, vocatiunal training courses Are those

intended for youth or adults with no prior knowledge -'of a gob oz

occupation; and, training or further training, courses are thosQ

meant for persons wishing to update or improve their skills in a

.job'or occupation. -

Vocational training for adults refers to a systematic and

acctrreiated training of limited duration. It is primarily
.w

intended fOr adults who_are_qUalified_for_a skilled job. The
ni

courses are di ded into blocks of approximately.180 hours each. '

Sometimes the are offered at night. °Wit vocational education

is venerally reserved for adults Who.wiph to complement a general

education or acquire particular skills. Adult vocational

education supplements the system which provides vocational

training for the young. 7

* Basic skills courses are intended for partici\pantft whose

knowledge and. skills are insufficient as _a basis for subsequent

traitlinq, qcuisses ih_literacy.and taAsic arithmetic.

Wding courses are intended for'rridivichiars who are

alredidy wo?kAig at t41..,- sliiled.level but wish to.prepare for

positco s:of greater re§ponsibility. This kind of course may

improve nd update technical skills and theoreti al knowledge.

The duration of the cog4ses.varies according to the background

of participants.

Courses of specialization are intended for individuals who

are already working it the skilled tmvel: but wish to specialize,

\ CO
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update, and consolidate their .technical.skills and theoretical{
knowledge ih a specific area.

Fin'ally, there are courses for the instructors and'pechers

in vocational training institutions.
. Thelr primary purpose is to

train people in modern and active methods of teaching and to

update heir technical skills. There are also courses to train

supervisors to organize, direct, and'control workers invollared in

the production process.

r4

c

51
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THE ORGANIZATION OF LATIN AMERICAN

VOCATIONAL TRAINING INSTITUTIONS

LatiqAmerica are dependent on or attached:to labour ministries,

Eleven out of^Aineidgen vocation training institutes in

three orthem to educational ministries (Argentina, Uruguay, and

Venezuela), one to a ministry afecpnimics (Chile), and another

one to a ministry of industry (Reru).. In the cases of Cuba,

Japaica, and-Triinidad and Tobagoe.there are training institutes

dependent on other' ministries or agencies. Table 3 shows the
situation for "each,country.

In spite of their dependence or attachment, many of these

instituti,ons,,are autonomous or decentralized bodies. In most

cases they can act as independent legal 'entities, and have their

own resources and direct ans of financing.

The Brazilian cas s exceptional from the organizational

standpoint;/ both SENAI nd SENAC afe,directly managed by the

employerd! federations of industry and commerce, respectively.

One of the importaA features of vocatiotp4ItYaining

institutions j.s the composition of.their managing board or-council

of representatives. Membership generally includes both emplOyers'

and workers' representatives. Represeritatives from 'the ministries'

of qabo'urand the ministries of education are also included.

However, representatives of lfhe national planning agency

participate in only seven of these institutions. Such liaison is

important not only to co-ordinate national training progfams with

national plans of development, but'also to direct the action of

national' training'institutions to the solution of jrrent regional

6 9hr
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* Table 3: Structure of Vocation#1 Training Institutions

Representatives on the
1 s Board

t... t...

.o o
c m

III
>1 o tp ,

. m m
,.

4-1 I-I +I 4-1 ,-1 "v -,..N4 I-IDependent on
'tn 0 Err It Cll 1-1Acronym or ,-1 0 -ri 0 C-C f-4 ..s4 cp

i attached' to c .0 c 0 it a) , P X
r-I MI ''"I gcl. r>4 13% M 0 4-1ZZ. Z tai la It 0

CONET Ministry of Education
and Culture . x k x x x

ROMO Ministry of Labour ].
- - - - .- -

.1;SENAI National Industrial
Confederation X X X - XC :

.

tpute National Confederation:' .

.

of CoMmerce . ". X X
',.

PIPMO r Ministry of Labour
.

'* *

DNMO, Ministry of Labour m
* ' lir

x

SENA Mihistry of Labour X X

INA Republic Presider:6,2 -

,INACAP CORFO/Ministry of .1
t Economics y X X - X

. - .

SECIAP

t,

Ministry of Labouf X .X X X X .X

DNA

INTECAP Ministry of Labou X X X X X
...,,

INFOP° Ministry of Labour X X X X X X

ARMO A government agency X X - - X

INA Ministry of Labour 1 - .... -

' Ministry of Labour X X - X X X

SNPP Ministrl$ of Labo)1. X X X X X X"

SENATI Ministry.of Industry
& Tourism X X X X X X

x x x
* * * *
x X, x
x x x x

INCE

20

Ministry of Education

Ministry of Education

- XX XXX .X
14 14 7 13 12

Source: CINTERFOR, Prospective Study'on Vocational Training in
Latin America and the Caribbean Countries, Vol. I;
(Montevideo 1975).

* No information available

2 The governient council eled-t6 members!33.,

1 It has-no board.,_
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employment problems.,

The financing of.,4ocational training activities is achieved

in most cases by a diet tax or levy payable by firms and

enterprises; it varies from 0.5% to 2% of their payrolls. In

Panama and Venezuela, workers also make a contribution. In a,

number of countries, financing is provided within the national
budget. Such is the case of Bolivia's FOMO, Chile's INACAP, and

most training activities carried out in-Argentina, Cuba,

E1 Salvador, Jamaica, Nicaragua, Trinidad and. Tobago, a Uruguay.

4

Participants in Vocational Training Programs

Latin American training institutions offer a wide.range of
courses, both at training centre and in plants, or 'by means of
mobile units. The number of trailnees enlisting for courses has

gradually oinotea,aed, as is shown in Table 4. During the last

)-decade a growthoof over 500 per cent has occurAed in the
s

enrolment of theserinstitutions'.

The figures in Ta e 4 include the total number of trainees

attending a wide range of-courses in the vocational training

institutions of the-regi ; some of these courses are for, minors

(apprenticeship schemes), others for youth, but most of them are

for adults.
.

Vocational, traibing.institutions Iove focussed ttention
mainly. on active dult workers, and to,a'lesser extent on the

unemployed or und remQio}ipd;wishing to acquire new, skills or

trades. They also look *ter the training Of migrant worke

and inhabitants of depriEssed',Area$- biit'MoSt of the resources

available for trainin6' are gnot gol)In-to train underprivil ged

people. It seems that'most the workers trained by th se

programs are people with some level of educatilAn and wit

relatively high skills who could function in the*rork f -rce with

less difficulty than more underprivileged people, 4N7en without'

additiOnal training.

+ere is lackkof ormation cohceryiing this particulat

aspect of the national m npoweor training programs. few'

6,1



Table 4: i,articipants in VOc4tionalTrafning Programs

2/Country' Institution 1955 1960 1965 1970 1973.

Argentina CONE, (83

Bolivia FOMO

k,.99,350 4123,556
3

148,400 3
183,935'

633

Brazil SENAI 45,0003 85,6003 127,284/ 272,540 308:649
SENACk.37,000 45,650 56,200 98,500 302,899
PIPMO 34,844 81,839 204,967

67,662 174,128

11,674 32,938 268,000 311,623

123 4,147 8,002

n.i. n.i.

85 12,197 31,710 30,951

n.i. 860

DNMO

Colombia SENA

Costa Rica INA

'" Cuba

Chile

DominiCan
Republic

Ecuador SEC P ! 1,35.01 6,533

El Salvador 1111- j n:i. 3,2503 3;9664

Guatemala CENDAP 1,510,. 5,408 8,632
INTECAP

ti

INFOP 359

INACAP

Honduras

Jamaica

Mexico - ARMO

Nicaragua INA

0anama IFARHU
IN

Paraguay SNPP

Peru SENATI

Trinidad &
Tobago

Uruguay

Venezuela

Total

7000!
n.i.

1,137 1,716'

1,972 3,126

1,818

5,311 22,914 21,120

n.i. 6,884

UTU
1 10,000 2

19,300 26,900 35,961 36,198

INCE 40,908 5
76,890 87,925 125,408

175,000 274,967 497,630 1,132,755 1,761,007

1 CONET and UTU include vocational education.
2 Estimated.
3 Approximate values.
4 1972.
5 %INCE: 1960, 1961.

= no information available.
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studies available related to this issue sh that the efforts of
,

these institutions e not beer) direc to reach the most

disadvantaged members of society. The study conducted by Jeffrey
M. Puryear 1

in Colombia, for example, with respect to the
,

recruitment to industrial apprenticeship by SENA, concludes that

this' particular prolgram does not reach the most disadvantaged

portion of those eligible to enrol. APparently,the

,characteristics associated with successfully completing the SENA

apprenticeship program are similar to those associated with

acquiring any form of post-primary education.

Prqponents of non-formal a d adult education often assert

)''that such programs provideeduca ionaJtopportunities persons .

0-7who-might otherwise do without any4education whatsoever., In most

underdeveloped countries only members of. tfe middle and tipper

classes enrol in theformal educational system for more thana few

1
4ayears. The poor must begin work a n earlier age. They lack

the sophistication and self-confi ewe necessary to enter and
0 .

-succeed in the formal educational system. They are disadvantaged

by poor nutritiond less intellectual stimulatiqn. Their

schools aide of a.poorer quality and they cannot'afordbetter

'educational opportunities. It can be assumed that since the

disadvantaged will continue in,this pattern, they may be best

served by nonformal and adult education terminal programs which

will equip them with skills iminediat useful in the labour
G- .----,

market.

The data .presented by Puryear concerning Colombia suggest

th t many SENA graduates were not interested inaf-erminal

tr ining program. One reason is that SENA recruits seem to come

from backgrounds much like those Of youth who attend the regular
-

secondary schools rather than like those of youth who cannot

afford secondary education.

The Ame situation tends to happen with respect to adults.

Although one cannot automatically assume that people from the

cities are educated and those frOm the country are backward, it

can b 'assumed that important differences occur in these- two

set.ti gs in terms of levels of productivity and levels of

r (1 /
j ")
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education and training. Nonetheless, most of the activi es of

the. manpower training programs in Latin America are con e dtpd

on raising productivity through training in the more d

economic areas. .

The same shortcOming's With respect to the elativ ly 14mited_
_.,

--1,

activities of these programs in the agricultural sector can be

seen with respect to other lesS,advanced economic sectors such As.

the non-formal services. The scarcity of training opportunities

in the agricultural sector is similar to that in other less

developed sectors of the economy.
N. .

,
.

. As shown in Table 4, the growth of the number of trainees

has not been uniifoi throughOut Latin AMbrica. In some cc ntries,

especially those wi,h the oldest' vocational tiaini.ng inst t tions, ,
t

training a ivities
I

have been *tended certain portion of the
I

. . ,

labour force', but r rely has more than 21
:7

4.4fk_it participat in
,.7,-,...such courses. It may be, gathered fromTable$; that despite'the...-

ctnsiderable effort and funds spent by the votatibnar training

institutes in the region, their impact is still,ppgyi5144,,In many
countries.

2
By 1973, at the regional level partici nts in

vocatienal.training programs barelytaccounied for 2 4% of.the
total labour force.

<

Table 5 also shows that the supply of manpower training,.as

expected, is more abundant in the relatively industrialized

countries of the region. In countr4es such as Chile_and Mexico,
...*-,

where,the scope Of these programs is still limited, the labour

market has been Supplied by people trained in the vocational

schools. In other countries, such as Argentina and Uruguay,

vocational- training is provided within the framework of the f mai!

system of education through vocational schools. Here a comparison -

can be made between the development of the formal system of

education and the need to establish non-formal vocational training
,...

programs. For instance, because high schools in the United States

provided a good deal-Of the skilled manpower needed for industrial

growth, it was not imperative to implement large-scale programs of

apprenticeship, as was the case in some European countries, -,

particularly in Britain and German91. In the case of Latin America,

F

0
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Table 5: Training Activities Compared to Labour For (1 73)y

c3

Country
Total

Institution matriculation
A '

Labour
force_

B-

A/B %

Argentina CONET 183,935* 9,461,000 .1.9'4.

Bolivia FOMO 633- 1,988,000 0.032

Brazil , SENXI ' 308,649 32,541,000
SENAC 302,899 4" 0.

V 990,643 3. A
204,967,

nPIPMO 204 0.63
DNMO 174,128 0.54

.. .,
.

COlombia SENA 311,623 t.,a12,000 - '--4.57
...

Costa Rica INA 8,002 574,000 1.1.9
...,/ ?Cuba n.i. n.i. : -

Chile INACAP 30,951 .2,88,9,000 .° *1.07.

SECAP 6.,533 2,147,000Ecuador 0.30

El Salvador MINLAB 3,966** 807,000 0.49

INTECAP 8,632 . 1,547,0007 Guatemala 4 9.56
Mexi6o ARMO- :,4, 10,800 13,014,000 0.08

--Nicaragua INA- -1,716 600,000 0..28

Panama MINLAB '" 0 3,126 _. .440,000 0.67

SNPP ,Z 1,818Paraguay , 756,000 0.24

21,120SENATLPeru 3,273,000 .0.4

Trinidad &
.

,Tobago 1,884 X78,000 . 2.48
1,1 ----

36,098*,Uruguay UTU 1,430,000 -2.52
. _

e7Aip 125,408ela INCE 3,314,000- 3.78
\
-- 1

.

Tota'r- 1,751,888 81,930,000 2.14

SouTc9s: A: Table 3; Bi Ciladro Comparae.vo y Fichas Descriptivas
de las Instituciones de FormacAon Profesional de America-
'Latina.

* Including Vocational" education and vocational training.

** 1972.

= no information available.
6,".;

,z
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the only-countries4Whicii have diversified and well-deVeloped

secondary schools are Aigentina and Uruguay. Because Brazil did
not, have well7developed vocatisOlkk schools, accelerated programs

of training were established there in the last three decades.

Occupational Levels Served by Manpower Training Programs

Until recently, vocational training inst4t onsh he
catered mainly to unskilled, semi skilled, and skijied rkers,

although some offer training cours1s for intermediate level

technical personnel, supervisors,

There is no regional stati tical series available cove ring a

and managers.

long period of- vocational training programs in (ftin America: The'

Inter American' Research and Documentation Centre on Vocational

Traiping, CIINTERFOR, bas issuedtits Comparative Table and

Descriptive yards of Latin-American'VoCational Training

Institution, since 1971, as an attempt to compile all pertinent

information. Most of the statistical data of this study relies

on those publications,:
v4'

Table 6 has been devised using data supplied by Latin

At erican vocational training institutions to CINTERFOR. It shows

student enrolmeat by occupational levels. With the exception of
/

,,, UTU (Uruguay) and CONET (Argentina), which offer. Trimarily
'$ technical anti vocational education, all other institutions of the'?'

region conce ate mainly on programs for workers.
,

It has been impossible to prepare a table showing the

economic sectors benefiting most from the activities of vooational

training institutions in the region. Few institutions supply
,

statistical data about their courses according to an economic

classification of occupations. Most tnstitutions cover all major

sectors of their country's economy, but their past activity has

mainly focused on the secondary sector and on industry in

particular.
3

More recently, however, they have paid attention to
.1

the training of workers for agriculture and livestock production,

P since these activities urgently need to raise their
,

levels of
r-
productivity. Consequently, on(1,'of the major criticisms that can 4



, Table Vocational Training in Latin America by Occupational' Level

Kind of .

Participants
Number

1971 1972

Number Number

Workers 1,027,680, 87.84 1,094,98

Supervisors 183,234 9.25 109,213

Technicians 8,761 0.75 10,966f.,

Others* 25,267 2.16 11,722

Total 1,169,.972

i, 4

I T 4ERFOR: Afom arativo Fichas Descri tivas de la ftigtituciones de
600

Formacion:Profesional 'de America Latina, 1972, 1973, 19 4.,
. 7

Gi

100.00

11,226;884

39.25 1,355,306

8.90 123,015

. 0.89' 12,904

0.96 33,618

100.00 1,524,033

88.92

8.08

0.80

2.2

100.00

COMET (Argentina) and UTU (Uruguay) are not included; these two institutions havea ttits11.,fail 4,2 ,142 trainees attending technical level courses. The table includes
participants beloning to fourteen Latin American vocational institutions.

Includes instructors, teachers, administrators, and management personnel of the
vocational training institutions themselvps.

4



be addressed to the

their effOrtson de

instead of focusing

sectors.

prograMs is that they have c centrated

eloping skilled workers for mode n industry

the Tess developed and less productive

-Vocational Training, Employment, and Unemployment

Growing unemployment is one of the main subjects of concern

to Lin American specialists in human resource usage. The le

against unemployment should be declared a top priority obje

by the vocational training institutidns,of'the region. Although

surveys conduct in this field are generally oflimited coverage,

most Latin American countries have same awareness of the
-.-L...----"

employment situation. A few employment studies have covered

unemployment and underemployment problemc exhaustively. Some

countries have had tech 10S4-as'sistance from PREALC (ILO Regional

Employment' Program for atin America) to carry out such studies.

Data congerning the Fate of unemp' oyment-by country shows

the paradaxicalexistence of increasing unemployment trends in the

more industrialized countries of Latin eriCa.
4 One of the main-

r sons for this is .the utilization of unsuitable technological

pr esses which require little, if any, additional manpower to

inc ease productivity. While this strategy can be ideal in an

area lacking human resources, such is not the case in Latin
o

America. The general rate growth Hof the populat n Of'the'

region is 2.9%,, but the rate at Wrich additional jobs have been,

createdloirimPthe last decade has fluctuated aro4d 1.5%. This

huge lack of job opportunities has obvious implications for
- ,

vocational training,institutions. They cannot, in fact, create

new jobs by providing training, but they can help to adapt/tile

1:
labour.av'ailable to the particblar requirements of the labour

market. Also, they can, conteibute to the development of the

4skills of workers from less productive secto . Unfortunately.,

.national plans and employment surveyg have not assigned training

institut ons a clear role in relation to unemployment problems.

It i nerally assumed6that vocational training programs
' I
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help to 14aeviate unImp*yment a Underemployment by retraining

the unemployed for occupations that are in greater demand and by
A

offering further training courses-that prevent the dismissal of

wOrkeris through, the occurrence of technological change. But one

(may,ask whether this costly. process benefits workers as much as it

Alles the entrepreneurs and owners of industry. It can be assumed

that employers profit from an abundance of skilled labour, but not
a

that workers profit as much from training opportunities and from

improved employment opportunities that subsequently should be open

to them.

Possible ways in which vocational training institutions

could baetle against dremployment and underemployment are: by

promoting workers,. prochIptivity; by training the unemployed; by

supporting policies to adjust the labour market; by promoting

independent employment through special training.

Vocational Training: Supply and Demand

The volume of training activities already provided by some

'Latin American countries make it advisable to develdp refined

methods and mechanisms to estimate future training needs. By

1973, only five Latin American countries had reported toCINTERFOR

that they tad conducted surveys of the demand for training by

economic sector5 Other countries possessed only limited

information concerning the demand for training in the_secondary

and/or tertiary sectors.

Probably more important than pile demand for trAlning is the

extent to which national institutions in each country satisfy this-

demand.. A survey conducted .by CINTERFOR 6 found that "coverage

fluctuates from 0.3-1 per cent to 25 per cent for the prry
Ilik.

sector (agriculture and livestock, fisheries, etc.). For the V
secondary sector (industry, onstruction, etc.)- the proportion

increases to 50 per cent, wich shows clearly the preferential
A,

attention it receives. For the third sector (commerce, service

and miscellaneous) coverage goes from 1.2 per cent to 50 per

cent."
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The extent to WTiTth non-formal voc

activities are sponsored by olher,!agenci s is generally not very
well known in Latin America! Existing nfapmation seems. to.
indicate that such activities are not'patticulaY154..nsignificant,

save, for the commerce; and services sector, where.they appear to
have grown quite noticeably in some countries.

There are some surveys of the demand for training which
contain general estimates of potential requirements, that is,
requireMents directly inferred from calculations based on current
and projected economic trends.

The demand can be grossly estimated by the yearly number of
applicants to courses offered by national training institutions.
This demand usually far exceeds the supply. 7 S ch a situation is

particularly evident for courses aimed at the secondary sector of
the economy, especially those intended for young, inexpZienced
workers.

Formal Systems of Education and Manpower Training Ika

As stated earlier, two of the twenty vocational training

institutions considered in this study form part of their

eespective countries' general educational system (CONET and UTU).
They are integrated with the formal system of education.and the

.courses offered to workers and adults are recognized in the

general system of education of those countries.

The relationship between formal and con-formal education is
ambiguous. Most vocational training institutions in Latin

America consider vocational training,for adult a form of

permanent, recurrent, or continuing education, occurring outside

the formal system of education. -However, some instance of

co-operation have occurred in the region. The following may be 4,

noted:

(a) Staff, premises, and equipment belonging to technical

'schools of the general educational system are used by some

vocational training institutions for evening courses.

(b) The Brazilian SENAI and the Chilean INACAP offer

C:k kJ
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post econdary courses and t.I.,Guatemala''n INTECAP offers
Y44,

.intermediary Ones.

(c) The-Brazilian SENAC conducts occupatiOna., courses at
.comprehensive secondary schools creates following the 1971
Brazilian educational reform. Such courses are held in some

.

Brazilian states by agreement with the Minist of EdUcation.
(d) Several institutions have teacher raining,courses

intended for technical education ,a the secondary level. Such
,

is the casp with courses offered by INA in co-operation with the
Costa Rican National University; those offered by INACAP in
agreement with the Chilean State Technical

4
Universi y and the

/ Education Ministry; 'and supplementary courses held ..SECAP

for teachers from Ecuador's` echnical schools.

(e) The Venezuelian INCE and the Peruvian SENATI have

integrated adult Itteracy courses as part of thAr basic skills
courses.

A brief picture of links between the formal and non-formal
system of education-and training in Latin America can be
summarized as follows:

(a) Complementary actiOn in subject matter areas and skills
not adequately covered by the formal system (integration into the
formal educational /ystem is not g.enerally4expected).

(b) Several vocational training institutions anticipate

active collaboration in training teachers for technical education.
(c) Three, institutions (par-ticularly 'in Brazil) are taking

active part in occupational aspects of compreherAive secondary
t'

education.

(d) At the higher levels, several organizations envisage

future action in training technicians through intensive programs.

Traditionally, such professionals were trained in the vocational

and technical schools and polyt.ezhnical institutes in Latin=
0-

America.

One p)ritical aspect of the relationship between formal and

non-formal education is validation by the former of studies..

undertaken by a student in the latter. This point is impprtant

because of the way gradates of the non-formal educational system
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may have to face the labour market. If they'are discriminated

against for not possessing the right credentiaVls, then4the

solution of providing non-formal education instead of regular

education is incomplete.,

In most cases the programs al? Certificates awarded by

\,...4Rcational training institutions hav full value in the labour

market: This means that the graduati n diploma or certificate is

enough for the former trainee to hold bobs 'requiring proof of

qualification. But this does_not nece sarily mean that the

graduates of vocational training insti utionacan pursue further

education in the r4gular system of edu

It is worth mentioning that reco

by, the respXtive ministries of educat

ation.

itio.n of training credits

on

.for apprentices than for adults, since the f

minors who might perhaps wish to join the gen

system llater in their lives.

In most Ilatin American count

characterized ty strict distincti

vocational and technical educati

of greater importance

rmer are intended for

al educational

si secondaryeducation,is.

ns between general and

OP. it is virtually impossible to

move from one to the other. S ,/ch ajsystem is incapable of

supplying a labour force witlfthe level of mobility required by

modern industry, nor can it ,provide a basic education which

guarantees access to future' training.

The average enrolment rate (in the fifteen- to

nineteen-year-old age group). for Latin AmeriCa was 25% in 1965;

this figure should reach about' 56% by 1980. This .increased

attendance will have to be accompanied by falikamental structural

changes in order for vocational training to become,an integral

part of secondary education. The current unsuitability of

vocationa?' education schools obliges governMent to take piecemeal,
emergency measures which are badly co-ordinated d frequently

result in considerable waste. App,

Also, in Latin America there is a marked absence of

co-operation between senior secondary and higher education

institutions and industry with respect to scientific and technical

training. This ladk stems largely from the region's too heavy
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economic and cultural dependence on foreign technology, as well as

industry's mistrust of the university system and 'a laqk of

scientific and technical research.

Everybody concerned, however, recognizes the value of

prActical training for students and other youth in training

centres and i titutiont; hence, periods of practical experience

organized for them in industry have burgeoned and their pedagogical

quality has proved. But few institutes conduct industry-based 1

research o act as.consultants to industry; on the whole, industry

does not recognize the cont6ibution the institutes could m e in

this respect. Such 'co operation between industry and the
inst utes as exists is mainly at the.level of national CQ. ncils

for science and technology. The result is''that most of the
A

tech,hical and scientific relheAuch of the region is never

implemented.

Tables 7(a) and 7(b) show thecrease in enrolment

vocational training institutions com?aNd with that in vocational

and technic T schools of Latin Amerfcan clountries during the last
/

twenty year .

In 15 the ratio between enrolment vocational training

courses and in vocational education schools was 4:1. Since

enrolment in training courses was low, the aAlgunt of resources

devoted to trainingtinstitutes was low, but this,tsituation has

changed rapidly during the last twenty years and &Ilay, even if

enrolment is similar, the resources available for training

activities is grea er that that available to vocational IschoolsL,

With the ex ion of Argentina and Uruguay, where the

development of training and vocational education has grown'

rapidly, it can be said that training enrolment has grown at a
i----- ,

much faster,rate than the enrolment for vocational and technical

sChodis. Dur\i g the first decade considered ip Table .7(a),

s'\
enrhmeAt in tr Thing courses multiplied by ten, while enrolment

in vocational schOols only doubled. During the last decio ,

-
Tables 1.--(a) and 7(b), enrolment in training courses multiplied by

-\iye, while enrolment in vocational schools only multiplie by

A -third.



Table 7(a): Evolution of Enrolment in Vocational Education and Training Courses in Latin

America (1955-65)

Country
Training J. 9 5 5 1 9 6 0 1 9 6 5

institute Training Voc. ed, Training Voc, Training Vo ed.

Argentina

Bolivia

Brazil

Colombia

Costa Rica

Chile

Dom. Rep.

Ecuador

El Salvador

Guatemala

Honduras

Mexico

Nicaragua

Panama

Paraguay

,Peru

Uruguay

Venezuela

Total

Sources:

1

2

3

4c

Jf

CONET 83,000 267,322 99,350. 289,979 123,556 425,588

FOMO 9,622
3

7,394 ;4,023

SENAI 45,000 '1i2,719 85,000 218,522 127,284' 380,459

SENAC 37,000 142,719 45,650 218,522 56,200 380,459

PIPM0 14?,719 218,522 34,844 380,459

DNMO 142,719 218,522 380,459

SENA 42,369 11,674 74,874 32,938 96,834

INA 2,999 5,297 123 7,485

INAGAP- 43,776 85 59,1913 12,197 125,344

9,311 21,968 -

SECAP 12,101 19,450 40,588

MINLAB 6,324 10,051 9,929

INTECAP 8,1994 2,789 1,510 6,794

INFOP 5,211 3,620 2,617

ARMO 95,655 121,001 236,159

INA 3:500
2

2,700 3,001

IFARHU 7,974 10,691 21,044,

SNPP 7,822 4,821 , 1,703

SENATI
2

20,065 39,359 5,311 68,718

UTU 10,000
N

14,651 19,300 21,000 26,900 26/298

INCE 13,798 13,* 43,986 76,890 9341,120.4

175,000 713,4'18 274,967. 956,915 497,630 1,58 704

1 For vocational training participants: CINTERFOR, ProspectiveStudy on

Vocational Training in Latin America and the Caribbean Countries, Estudis

y Monografias, Vol. I T-19751 13.

2 ior vocational Education: UNESCO, Statistical 'earbooks 1965 -73; and

.Organization of American StateS America en Cif as, 1972 (Washington, DC:

Situacion cultural, Educacion y otros 1973).

CONET and UTU include vocational education and voca

Estimated (by CINTERFOR).

Approximative values estim4d by he author.

Refers to 1956

jf
r

ional training.



Table.7(b): Evolution of fnroiMent in Vocational Edu ation and Training Courses in Latin
America (1970774)

Country

Argentina

Boiivia

Bra;i1

Colombia

Copta Rica

Chile

Dom. Rep. 6

Ecuador

El Salvador

Guatemala

Honduras

Mexico

Nicaragua

Panama

Paraguay

Peru

Uruguay

Venezuela

11

Total

Trainihg

institute

CONET

FOk

SENAI

SENAC

PIPMO

DNMO

SENA

INA

INACAP

SECAP

MINLAB

INTECAP

INFOP

ARM
INA

IFARHU

SNPP

SENATI

UTU

INCE

Sources:
L

1 9 7 0

Training Voc. ed.

1 9 1 4

Training Alm ed.

148,400

272,540

519,1006

10,4526

570,078

192,000

660

415,000
2

98,5001 570,078 396,0004
81,839 570,078 204,967

67,622 570,078' 174,128
4

268',000 94,265
6

431,0001
4,147 5,9896 9,000

31,710 127,448 37,000
4

8601
1,3501 55,659-

3,250
1

27,437
3

3,966
5,408 15,810

4
8,632

8,089 4,000

255,7001 16400
4,500

6
1,5/2 27,310 3,126

3,490 3,700

22,914 112,747 23,000
35,961 36,913 38,000

87,925 160,353
6

155,500

1,132,755 1,778,540 2,032,385 .

370,7001

13,0005

602,000 1

602,000

602,000

602,000

335,0001

18,4300

162,0

6,3ki

00069
, 5

26,400

9,6001

14

277

23

2

254,000

163,000

2,50,300
For vocational training participants: CINTERFOR, Prospective Stud orr

studios
Vocational Tin i in Latin erti Am ic and the Caribbean Count ie

ra ng a an r s,
y Monografias, Vol. I (1975) 13.

,

2 For vocational education: UNESCO, Statistical Yearbooks 1965-73; a d
Organization of American:States, America en Cifras, 1972 (Washingto DC:
Situacion cultural, Educacion y otros 1973).

1 Approximative values estimated by the author.

Only 284,000 trained directly by SE AI; the rest were trained on the job..
3 Refers to 1972. 4

r)
4 Refers to 197321 i (j

6 Refers to 1969-70.

6 Refers to 1971, data from (SID (Brazil): azil Education Sector. A
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Conclusions

F om the data gathered in TaWek,_7(a) and 7(b) it can be

conclud that there is a,tendency to orient the 1:eparation of

Skilled labour and technicians through vocational ,training
0.0 -

x institutes which are independent of the formal system of education.

This tendency corresponds to a new view of the tr,irfing of skilled

labour which started some ten ye rs a o when Philip Foster showed

the inadequacyof vocational and tec4 ical schools in promoting
4

ieconomc development, through the preparation of qualified manpower

for the labour market.
8

C

.0

4

6



Before undertaking a detailed examination of the patte a Of

finairce in Latin American vocational training, it would be .w 1 to

haia look at t e global patterns of finance that characteriz

tale :ea cation °in stry"'in satin America.
; *

.-

T.h precarious situation of Public budgets'for edocatioh in ;
.

Various covintries of the region is not unique to education. Many ,,,,./

y of the social services in Latin America are partially dependent,on--

earmarked taxes atd income from special sources granted by

naon.al fegislatidn (for example,, lotteries, taxes on liquors,

iyiarettes, and gambling). This trend derives from the

multiplicity of .Special interest F exerting preisure for funds, and

e insufficiency of general revenues. Thus, .4arious institut

a d programs have tried to protect their sources of income by
r- separati410em from the general revenues of the government.

Q
,Earmarked,revenue§swill no doubt continue to be of importance to

education in the foreseeable future, but it is far f m desirable
*,,,......

thattheir-4404,Ace kncreage;., ,The prca),i.-fe -rii4i61176 rmared
-N---5---- :..- 1taxes is conta,ry I,

dto soured principles of public financing,
/ -

makes nationa10ffinia ,i;tripossibLe. ,Furthefmore, the resulting

complex tx systemlead3, vetdii#Igh admin6strati costs for

;collection and di istrbUttion and acts as a disincentive to economic
.

i

growth. Within the educational sector,it'self, the capacity fox

planning inevitably decreases whenever tlpe revenue of specific

® ,programs and institut ns decreases. At the same time, the

apparent security bf it oFne created "by earmarked taxes for

.

o.
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educdtional programs may become a strait-jacket for programs

deserving high priority, if their needs increase Chi-le the source

f revenue remains 4atic

As noted above, several Latin American coun ries have <

C, !included in their I'tax systLas special taxes to benefit the

development of education in general and the physical , -

infrastructure of4education in particular. They,are established

by- various diffellent regal provisions. A few cases will 6e

..clIstuhed to illustrate the difficulty of modifying,the existing

systekof.taxes for education.2
,

. In Bolivia, fo;Ninstance, these is a n wages for

education, om 0.25% to 4%,'dep

particular wag . Also, muni

development enterprise to t

amount of t

ny u4gan

be government

for educational buildings.

Similarly, Ch.le has a tax f,1F-,on wages Sel,a_rits for

the construction a d equipment o educational buildings.

addition, there ar taxes on gambli (1%11,-lotteries (2%),

. casino tickets (30

companies (5%),

thefr4.?are about

revenue for edu

In the s

), Property.(945% , profits of insurance

d ihheritance and luxur items (5%) . . In .fac

wenty-five laws concernin different sources o

ation.

e'vein, Ecuador'has estab cial

about 20% on bees and cigarettes that benefi s ed tion. In

Mexico,/, as well as various special laws for the ;provision of

funds for educational activities in each state; there is an -

additional tax of 1% of income tax .paid, for education-al, purposely.

AVo, as in Bold:1431a, urban a lopersm6st transfer tree land fdt

'educational facilities to th tate. 1

Accor-0 dng to stiatistics published recentl.y_by UNESCO; by

.1970 th dmber,of pupils enroled at4the three.. levels -,of th.fe

Li N\
educic; 1 systems in the region was over 40 million, and khe

a total p lic expenditure i (formal) education was about four

billion dollars (see Table ).

With respect to enr ment and expenditure on vocat4onal

training institlitIons,of the region,-tables 7 and 8 show, that, by

71-J
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4
Table 8: Pir6ncial Relpurces of Selected Latin American Tkainin'g,I s

° ,

"i ' Financial source Local Cu
Country Instituccion

govt. firms (thous

Argentina CONET

Bolivia FOMO

SENAI

.SENAC

PIPMO

DNMO

Colombia ,SENA

Costa' Rica 'INA

INACAP
4 4
4uacior SECAP.

Guatemala INTECAP

Honduras '° INFOP

Mexico ,u ARMO

Brazil

4

Nicaragua INA,

,Panama* muLAB

Paraguay SOP

Meru' , SENATI

Uruguay UTU1

'Venezuela* INCE

Total '18

x

rency Jxchange

nds) rite

US d011ars

(thousands),

rr

848,64,

5.680,00'

563.000,00'

4.000,00

4,.)01; 00

3 .134,00

742.000,00

,'0.000,00

9.5/7,000,00,

M:000,00

2.000,00

3.500h00

01, 28.000,00

8.000,00

x

x

x

4.4o

8.0\0

,8.00

8.00

8.00

31:00

8.6.0

4.800.00

24.5 '

1. 0 0',

'112.00

2,50

. TAO

../M11W. ,

85.462,002

701375,00,

625,\\ 30 00

1

. ' .,

4.886,122

5.574,62

23.935,0

2.441,86

1:995020''

-1683,36

2.000,00 );

1.750,00 t

:2.24000 '0)

1.142,,86

no information avjlable

7.000,00 0 130.00 561,34

789.000,00 38.70 ( ; 2,038,76

n70.000,0'0 2.80'0.00 6.0711,40

229.00 GO 4,30 53.25580

, go US $296.317,43P

. ,.(

. sour4s: 'qINTERFORi cuadro Compargt vp y Fipas Dweriptivas de las Iristituciones de'

.

,

i Formac Trofesional dp Am ica Latina (Mntevideo) UFuguay 1975); anf'' if' Pros ecti on Voc 'ationa Tr -0 ain Latin America .nd the Cariibean
4 Countr es Vol, I, (Montev d Urugua : CINTER7 1975es

In Panag6 and Venpzuela workers a1so.c6'ntribute o fiha in .

.

, .

y
,

CONET and OTU'include'techni al educatio

1973,
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. 1974, there were more than 2 million participants in different

vocational training programs whose cost was almost 300 million

dollars. As shown in Table9',.public expenditure in education

represented an average:of 17% cif the national'budgets in the'
region by 1969. This corresponded to'about 3:7% of the GNP.

It has been calcuipted.bi% the United Nationa3 that total

expenditure in education in Latin America will exc ed 11,00,0

million dollars by 1980 and that public expenditure educatiOn

And training will probably represent about 5.5% of the NP.

Given the scarity of statistics on tbe,financing, of .

education in Latin AMerica, it is difficult t.9 calculategthe exa

resourcesof financial rources consumed by education. / AaVer,

"is possible to'getltnle.di-saggregated data concerning expendit es
"in vocational training activities. Such.data,incIuddithe, v

proportion which various Sources of revenue contribUte to the'

budget of vocational training fngtitutid9s ofthe.region.

The finanding bf vocational training,,activities in the

reiion is actileved in most casesby a dicect tax or levy payable ,

by firms and enterprises,varyi from 0.5 to 2%. of their payroll..

In Panama and Vepezuela, workers al46 make a'contribution .(0.5.%.of%

their'lwages, .in ulatter country) In the %se of Chile's
,

INACAP and Bolivia's FOMCD,'^their activities are financed through

the national budget of thr nations. Most of the tra-ining

aCiivities carried out.,-in Argentina, Cuba, El Salvador,..Jamaica,

,Nicaragua, Trinidad and TObago, and Uruguay are also financed

through the nationalluNiktsv w

Table 8 shiysthe sure total of resources used by

institutions in 1974, expressed in U.S, &Mars. Ctmparisons in

such terms' are not strictly valid, owing to the difffing costs of

inputs of the'trkining process, but the table onl aims at

sketching .a gener;31 bictureodhich can be very eful to compare

with resource§ going to the vocational and technical scho6ls of

the region.
ge.

Table 10 provides data on the sources of revenue,of

seventeen itestit4tiOns from sixteen LatiiikAmerican,countrA from

1970 to 1974. The different sour qes of revenue can begrouped
,
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Table 9e Latin AAerica: Public Expenditure, in Education 19p
and -1969 (in millions of US dollrs)

Country 1960,
Expend.

% of
public
budget

Argentina
-.Barbados
Bolivia
Brazil
Colombia

:230.6
2.4
5.6

274.,.4,

6'7.3

13.3 3

17.9
19.4

310.5,
10.7'

Costa Rica 20.8 29.6
Chile 1170.71 14.8
Eduador 24.3 12.8
El Salvador 12.2 18.9
Guatemala 13.1 11.9
Guayana 4.8 5

12.4
Haiti 4.4

1
14.4

fronduras 8.0 16.6
Jamaica, 14.3 17.3
Mexico. 200.2 21.3
Nicaragua. 1

5.6- 15.6
Panama _ 14.4 21.2
Paraguay 4.1

1
15.1

Peru 54.7, 17.6
Dominican 9.4' 4,7.3
Republic
Trinidad &
Tobago.
Uruguay
Venezuela

Total

A

% of
GNP*

%1969 of
public % of

Experfd. GNP*budget

2.4 463.4 15.4
3.4

7.A 2, 21.3
2.0 28.0 26.2

."
.

2.9 1.056.2 12.03
2.2 161.4 19.7
4,3 54.3 35.0
4.4 282.6 10.6

; .9

65.5 25.0
.7 25.8 22.4

1.6 31\.9 17.5
3.1 , 11.9 13.1
1.9 ::6.

2.2 2)00
*;!:". . 1. 198 ..i

1.9
1.5 18.4_,*t22.6

.

4.1 45:0.* 34.6
1.4 ,11.6 . d14.7

3.1 207.5 23.4
1.5 37.7 , 16.0

13.6 14.4 3.0 27.6 15.7

\f, 8.LP 3.8 74.0 24.1
262.4 22.3 3

. 4.3 431.5 20.9 3

1.454.8 15.0 2.8. 3.897
t
1 '16.9

2:4
6.4
4.0
4:2
3.6

/
6.7
5.3
5.0
3.7
2.3
4.8
1.4
3.4
4.4
2.9
2.9
5.7
2.6
4.7
3.3

3.6

4.7
5.6

3.7

Sourde: Evolucion Reciente la Educacion en America
,Laflitna, Vol. II (Mexico: ga..--; SepSetentas 1976) 93, 100.

1 1961, 'at

2 1968. °

3 Only central or federal expenditure.

4 This.percentage would be lower if the expenditures of
provincial and municipal goverriments were considered
within the total public expenditurp d'udget.

5 Estimated figure.

This A. the pdr cent of total expenditure in education
over the GNP.

o CJ .1

9
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11 °

into'three major categories: public sector; private sector, and

external sector. Under publid sector' I inclUde the revenue

national,- provincial, and municipal tudgets. Apart erbm the

,contri'bUtiof made byi;ndiv'idual enterprises, the private sector

includes revenues from workers or pupils and donAions. The

external sector includes revenue from bilateral and multilateral

international co- operation.

. Except fr the cases of Brazil's.and Peru's vocational

t-rainiAg institutions, it seems that the public sector ussielly

finances an important share of most Latin American training. The

proportion varies from about 0% in Costa Rica to 100% in Panama.

The difference is generally obtained from the private ec'tor.

Acajrding'to available data, only one-institution c)s 100% financed .

by commercial and industrial enterprise's,' the Brazil's National.

Servi'for'Industrial Apprenticeship (SINAI).

The analysis in Table 10 of the sources, of revenue of

vocational training institutions makes it clear that the

contribution of the external sectartto the total budget is rather

limited. AlthoUgh some institutions have received important

contributions for physical plants and equipment through bilateral

international co- opetion, their current expendituresaare

usually financed wit national resources.

There are basically two devices for channelling funds to

financ vocational training programs in Latin Americas: The first

consists'.of special !.axes esterNlished to fund'th6se programs,

such as Panama's UAW, Costa Rica's INA,'Vene/uela's INCE,

Ecuador's SECAP, Colombia's SENA.,,.and Brazil's .SENAI (see Chapter

,,2 for details). The second:is directotate funding, provided by

including the cost Of vocational training programs i.4-1tlIe

national budge This is the cage of Argentina's CONETChile',s-
,

INACAP, Uruguay's UTU; and other institutions,

,...,Beth kinds of financial arrangements have advantages and

-disadvah't'ages'that should be pointeAout. The financing of

Vocati-onal training p/OgraMs througAecial taxes may create

rigidity in the process oplanning overall.conOmiC and social

development. Financial autonomy'reduces the pressure on these

-1:
.
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Table V): Source's of Income of Latin American Training,
Institutions (1170-4)

. .

titution Year From public From prIvate,From externalJother
sector sector , -' sector

26,02
'21.87
19.8.1
13.64
.12.0

' 2.1.4

.1.9:

100. 00
98.58
99.85

100.00

93.34
99.56
98.91
821.49
98.94

%

8
%

r
9

9

:

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

%

%

7

..
'

.

6.39
2.48
2.14
34142

2.75

58.19'
58.19

-

-

-

-

-

_ -

-.::i..

% -

9 -

9 0:13%
9

9

9

9

,6.769

-,

1.42%
0.15%

-

41%'
-

90%
.:04:88%

1970 .66.69`9CONET
(Argentina) 19 75.66 %

1972 77.91 9
1973 82.94 %
1974 85.16 % .

ceolivia)
1972
1973

39.68 %
39.68 9

I FOMO

1974 91.30 %

.

SENAC 1970
(Brazil) 1972

-1974

SENAI 1974

SENA 1970 0.26 it

0.63 %

i (COlombia) 1971
0.19 %7' 0.44 9

1973
1974 1.06 %

INA 1970 92.80 %
(Costa Rica) X\1.971 94.01 %

972 99.61 % -
1973 92.16 % 7 64.9
1974. 89.91 %

w
INACAP 1970 92.20 % ,

(Chile) 1171 94.01 %
1972 99.61 %
1973 92.36 9
1974 89.91 9

SECAP 197L 92.60 9
(Ecuador) 1972 27.74 %

/ 1973 6.15 9
1974 11.54 %

INTECAP ' 1972 59.84 9
(Guatemala) 1973 28.92 9

1974 23.22 %

INFOP (Honduras) 1974 10.60 8

ARNO 1970 76.43 %
_ (Mexico) '1971 91.95 9

1973 90.57 %
1974 88.04 8

INA (Nicaragua)' 1974 94.20 8

IFARHU (Panama) 1971 100.00 8

SNPP 1973
(Paraguay) 1974

SENATI 1970
(Peru) 1971

1972
1973
1974

UTU 1972 96.70 %

2.84

v.64
2.84

%

%

%

0.57 8,

- '

0.57 %

4.37 % 3.03 %
71.01 %

57.83 % 0.92 9
47.34 ii

40.16 % -

63.60 7 48 9

59.47 1 17.31 %

88.84 8

23:57 %
- 3.64 g

-

5.P
- 5.80

Q
100.p0 %

100.00 %

86.44 % 13.56 i
84.36 8 13.87 8
89.19 8' -8.19 8
87.06 % 9.77 %
100.0d A .,

1.44 %

7.202
5.99%
0.39%

6 \68%

7:920%
5.99%
0.39.%

6.68%

1,25%
35.10%
41.12%

d. 568

4.21%
7.37%
6.388

1.778
2.62%
3.17% .

.

1.86%
(Uruguay) -1973 89.95 8 - 10.05%.

1974 98.48 % - 1.528

INCE
(Venezuela)

1970 14.43 8 80.30 9
1971 10.47 8 89.53 8

5.27%

1972 % 81.71 % 3.45%
1973- 4.44,8 81.54 % 4.028
1974 13.79 % 82.10 1 4.118 ..,

Source: Prepared by the author on the basis of data pulaished by

i

CINTERFOR. CINTERFOR, Cuadro aompaiativo y,Fi has
Descriptivas de la6 Instituciones de Formacidn Rrofesional
en erica Latinafikontevideo, Uruguay 7911-5),

''''IP' & im.1,
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institutions tc6lign'tlieir,priorities -with those of ,national"
. ,

.

development plans. On the other-hand, it Jig probably easier for
.

institutions to adapt training to. the local needsof the labour,

market when they enjoy a greater degree of financial autonomy.

When the state fuAds tiaining'systems directly through its

national budget, it can assign. specific, responsibilities to the

vocational ;raining instittstions,,rthus facilitating' the
,J,

im lementation of natibnal devlopmerit plans;4oweVer, thig4 ''p cedure may entail a,complicated.process of negotiations "-

between °financial grid educational authorities.' For instance, in

the absence of a plan whiq4 clearly specifies a required' level of .

training, the-.actual resourNes commftted to tairli g may depend.'
r ` v°

on the.,institutions.1 skillkill in negotiating, or upo ,goodwill of

authorities of the Department of. Fi:nance concernet: .,.

The External Financing of Education

The number ,and amount of international loan§ that

America has rgpeived during the last' decade for educational

purposes Is signi#icant. The InterAmericanDeVelopment Bank and

the World Bank alone granted $428,174 411-,beL'. education to different

Latin American countries betwee111464,i.and 1973:11. :If one, considers

loans from bilateral assistance for edncation. (parti,:041A-rly those'

grand by the United States) a figure closelko one Ilion

dollars will be reached for education during the las decade.

However, as has been.pointed Out by OECD experts, 5 this

-practice involves several finandlAl risks. To begin with, from

a 'p'ublic finance standpoirit, the' expenditure of a loan means the

possibility that th'e pUblic sector will increase the demand f

goods a d services iM the economy, and may generate inflationar

.presgur if the economy already wotkingat its fulfest.

Secondly, the influx.of currency: may lead 'to monetary inflation 4-,

if, an appropriate monetary policy is not adopted. The loan is.

normally received in,dollars or'other relativelyi;ard currency-.
t

The central ar.nationar. bank converts it to national curre4y

according to existing legal provisions. The bank's expanS*n-of

0 -7
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the total amount of national currency may produce inflationary
,_ .

pressures to which the economy cannot adapt.

Thirdly, the granting of special loans'for education is

sometimes conditional upqn the acqU'isition of educational hardware

which is produced only by the industrialized countries.
1

.

F rthermore, the acquisition of specific equipment may lead to a

de endency upon replacement parts or compatible products. Finally,

-the introduction of new equipment may require resources from the
c ,

natiopM, budget: Thus, theal,Economic Commission for Latin-America

has calculated thatthe utilization of foreign loans usually

requires the application of at least an equal amount of national

resources.
6

4

. Finally, and probably »ipso imRortant, is the rroblem of

amortization ancCserv4.ce,Of the' debt. The.aational,government '

shoul4tbe absolutely sure that the ih'vebtMentin edlication will

..., ,

..
.-generate at least the'return necessary to pay ,for the amortization

and interest ofth an i .. Bill :sifte the govermenst 041tes these
\ P'` .:,' ..., . ,

newt}, generated re urcesonly`'through'through taxation, its pgsSible-%,
. ,

that everAual tax nComeWili,be less titan the amou required to,

repay the debt. for example, let us suppose that an investment
f

,,,
'cities generate.,an Jadditional national income of 20 million dollars

per ear. If the marginal -rate ofincom% tax is 15% or 20%, the

qoutTnment will have an additional income of only 3 or 4.million'*

dollars per-years& TherelOrp-, at 1st thirty yearS will4Ice
.-,

required f r total.repayment of te.41 of about 100 million

ddilar
..;

Financing,Patternt of Education and Development Problems

,.

. 'A .

Wt this point it seems.useful,to make a few general

observations cone mind ,the financing of education in '

iinderdeveloped'alieas.`.;te 6ih:ancing of education in any country

i:nvolvesdcWibfi-s_ZonserflinZt.he aliQqatIlliff Of scarce resources.
Ah

,Given the get 4a4.,Underddfleropmen't in Latin these
f .,)1, '.' .11

decisions become evee1('t 6 i ---'- ,i,,
. . .t,,a

'First,,.kt isIdifficult to reconcile the imperative need to

1

r)
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extend effective educational services toonew sectors of the
population with the overall paucity of investment resources
available. Education must beN evaldated in the light of otter
dbjectives which compete for the allocation of limited resources.

The characteristic inadequacy of public sector budgets for
, iducation and human resources training is simply one more

0.

manifestation of the chronic lack of funds in underdeveloped
countries, and is, therefore, part of a comprehensive structural.

.---4ituation created by low levels of productionten _income.

In order to accelerate the -rate of development, and even to '4"

maintain existing trends, Latin American,countries need to expand
and maintain alfostly s ructure A education and vocational

_1.-,training. This implies creased financial investment.

Secondly, it is doubtful whether enough funds can be

allocated to fulfil, aspirations in regard to the expansion of
educational services, unles's at the same time a major effort is
made to improve the productivity of the educational system.

. .

Thirdly, because educational services are often

inadequately adapted to development and the. 'requirements of the
counries concerned, costs are unnecessarily high and results only%
marg nally productive.

.

ally, to the above7pentioned factors affecting

"performance" in the broades,t sense must be added low levels of

organizational efficiency, which are reflected in the inefficient
Utilization of the-h'Uman, financial, and technical resources.

.There is also a s'erips ore specific considerations of
the problem of financing educati especially vocational
edUcatipn, that must be considved. The first thing to note is

0 that the cost of this education falls less and less upon those who
%-

receive it; not only are appree 6 s lfiot required to make any

financial contribution, but th , enticeship laws almost

everywhere oblige employers t40,4wages or an allowance._

Similarly, many.trade schools a courses offer free4tUition;

enrolment feet are nominal in those covered by the present study,

and do not make an important contribution to the Nudgets of

vocational training institutions4 In addition, subsistence grants
II

;IP
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are paid to some'youth e roled in training institutions as

apprentices (this is the c e of Peru's SENATI, for instance),

and wage compensation is given to adults in retraining or

AlupgradiAg'courses.
In many countries, the only private schools.still run for

profit are those offering clerical and secretarial training;

these schools are mainly attended by young girls. Many
.

these schools receive government grants and therefore can ','eep
0,

registration fees reasonably low.

Depending on circumstances in different countries, phe<cost

of vocational training is shared between private or semi-public

bodies and local authorities or the national government. Thus,

while the cost of education offered by vocational schodls is 4*

borne by the national-or provincial government, the cost of

vocational training is often shared with employtrs and workers

through special taxes on wages and other financial deviceS.,,,

Table 11 shows the sources'of financin0 of vocational,

training institutiops, whether'by various levels of government ,

(pubfic.sector) or eployers' -associations or workers (pri*le
sector). A shifting of a larger part of the burden of

vocationgl training costs to the private sector can be noted trr

4111C
' post Latin American countries.

In all Latin American countries, the greater part of the

resources directly allocated to education comes from general publfC

revenues. To the ,extent that education is pprceived as .a tool fer

income redistr'ibution and human resource development,
, it ill

become increasin ly dependent on public rev4nue. In co ntries

where education, w accounts for 20% or more of public expenditures

and 4% or more of the GNP (see Table 9), a significant improvement

in financial support wilt depend upon a combination of the

following trends: (a-) -an increase in the product per capita,; .(b)

an increase in the share of the GNP captured by the public sector;

(c)' ,a reduction .the share of public expenditure devoted to
4

'' armaments and other "non-developmental" purposes. The

achievement of any one of'all three trends presents ent,rmous t.

difficulties in the Latin American context.

a al
eri=',111111.
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a Table 11: Sources of Income of Vocational Training Institutions
in Latin America by Economic Sector (1970-4)

-Institution
(Country)

Public Private
Year sector sector

Secondary Tertiary

%

IFARHU (Panama) 1971 100.00 0.00

INA(AcaragUa) 1974 94.20 0.00

. FOMO (Bolivia) 1974 91.30 1.94

''-

INACAP (Chile) 1973 92.36. 3.82
'z'

L

ARMO fMe3iicok 197W- 88.04 4.43

4 IdTECAP , 1972 59.84 40.16 20.68 19.48
(Guatemala) 1973 28,92 ` )53.60 25.02 38.58

1974 23.22 59.47 25.02 34.55
:

.

SECAP 1971 ' 92.60 7.40 4.37 3.03 -

(Ecuador) 1972 27.74 71.01 :32.82 38'.19-.-7-

1973 41.25 . '57.84 34.60 23.24
1974 52.66 47.34 '30.71 16.63

IN- FOP (Honduras) 1974 10.60 88.84

INCE 1970 14.43. -88.11
(Venezuela) 1971 10.41 .89.53

SENA 1970
lOor 26-

93.31
(Colombia) 1972 .19 98.56

1973 0.63 87.85
1974 1.06 98.94,,,,.

51.47
89.53

42.10
46.36
40.34
4'0.04

36.64

36.20
39.56
47.51
48.47

INA 1970 3.00 97.00 46.00 51,00
(Costa Rica) 1971 3.04 97.00 46.00 51.00

SENATI 1970 T , 98.29 84.47 13.82
(Peru) 1971 98.75 84.38 14.37

1972 - 100.00 91.81 8./9
1973 . 100.00- 90.23 9.77

b 1974 - 100.00 100.00 s-

-SENAI (Brazil) 1974 - 100.6,0 100.00
. .

SE,9 N (Brazil) 1974 - 100.00 100.0 -0

So ce: Table prepared by the author on the basis of data
published by CINTERFOR, Cuadro Comparativo y Pichas . &

Descriptivas de las .Instituciones 4e klormacion Profesj.onal
- en Verica ,Latina (Montevideo,'Uruguay, 1971-5) 70-4.. . ,

11.

Note: Perc tages may be-incomplete because Minoi sources were
'igno d. , , .

..
., ,

,
9:
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Shot ages and Sufp2uses of Manpowikr in Latin America
. A

% ...,

he concepts of "shortage" and "surplus" of manpower

represent ecial characteriitics in the Latin American context._

when comp e17d with their usage in developed countries. In Latin

America there may be shortages and surpluses at the same time,

depending on the terms of reference dsed. This contradiction

makes it difficult to apply policies there which were originally
.

conceived for developed countries. ,

...,

There are several reasons why it is di?ficuftto implement
...

manpower training policies from developed countries in Latin

America. First'of all, among the greatest difficulties
. ... _

encountered in planning thelpreParation of human resource's are

those relating to,the appraisal of current and potential demands

of the economic system, and the translation.of those demands into

educational needs.

With regard to the first question, there exists a "

distinction which must always be borne in mind: it is one th,ing

'to estimate future employment needs on'the basis of an expliCitly

or implicitly accepted'model of development, and quite another to

aetefmine actual employment demand in a given economic system for

the present and for the immediate future.

Also, there is the phenomenon of- shortage and surplus points

with respect to the...relative independence of the educational' II

systems in Latin America vis -a -vis actual demand for skill.s, an '

independente which has relatively narrow limits. - In fact, there

is little Possibility of any change in the distribution of

training by occupations, social strata, and level's within the

educational system unless a real change in employment*

opportunities is accompanied by an appropriate change in the

system of rewards, such as better salaries, promotions, upgrading,
4

job security, and. better working conditions.

-The second question, the translation of potential demand for

labour, intbeducationAl'programs, raises difficulties which are
. 7

not insuperable but which shbuld beimention'ed in this context.

Leaving aside thepurely methodological aspects, which are not

41>
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relevant toQthis discussion,

is le, comp icated in dgvelop

41IF b

'' Y 1 '.

1d seem that thistran'slaktion

Oountries,:than iii.uq(derilevekoped
,Ther seems, to be ,a closer brelationilhip'betwev educ Lion ' f

'and.emplolihtent in the deveLdiped coun ries bectop a hofe.pra tical- ,

view is taken 4f the lir educational. syst m and t4guse there is a
greater Corr ldltion betWeen'edUcation and employment levels. In

, fact., in some Latin American countries it is possible to find
university- trained managers unemployed, while the average level of
education of actual managers corresponds the genei.al basic
education.

A third realpn why it:is:difficu46-.tqtaT;ke'the developed'

countries as model in planilTngres8Vrces,Latin America is that
A'whereas' ,th veroped countries the - projection of educatiOn and

employment trends calls for only minor adjustments, Latin American
countries although they can make the same type of projections
need to alter the trends themselves radically.

Fourthly, suitable training for occupational roles can be
v

.obtained in various ways, through different combinations of *

training within and without the,fdrma system of education, Irtlf _

the result that each Latin American c entry would seem to 40Plin a.
position to chbose between different ternatives in ordtr to
achieve the same or similar reSqlts. But present educational

stock and comparative cost are the two factors that may most
affect the choice.

Finally, some shortages. in Specific categories of skilled,

manpower are to be expected in any country, inasmuch-as the

reverse would imply the ex'istence(of reserves which, in turn,

would mean the underutilization of trained human resources. In

the industrialized counties, structural adjustments derivinlOtrom

continuous technological and institutional changes produce

occupational friction and the need for constant adjustment at all

levels of professional and vocational training. However, such

adjustments are facilitated in thos countries by the existence..of

apprOpriate machinery for alticipa ing skilled manpower needs, by.

the'scope and efficiency of the e ucational facilities provided

inside and outside the formal system of. education, and, ab ve all,
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41-)ith ulation's educat*n9.1 background. This- situation "is

Very fferent-in the undefdeVeloped c ountries, where the shortage
Of skilled manpower is more widespread.and there are not the same

means for overcoming it promptly.

Furthermore, in the underdeveloped cbUntries professional.

degrees and employmentcategories,are usually, ambiguously defined

and far from standardized. This leads to misinterpretation-and

limits the possibility of determining the real extent of the

shortage in.ceAain categories of personnel. It is also much more
difficplt to auge the effeCts" of the shortages of skilled

manpower on e isting economic activities of these countries. For

instance, low productivity levels in,certain activities can be

measured-in'quan 'ye 'terms, .but riot the ineffiitiency or poor
4

quality of other gnomic activities such as the .so-called

"non-formal" services sector, which occupy the bulk of people

employed in thif tertiary sector of the,economies of Latin American
-7.

countries.
-

/

-Factors to be-COnsideied in the Implementa tion of a Vocational

Education Policy1

Vocational education, for youth and adultg, as envisaged in
, .

thiS study, can be organized only as part of an overall policy

embracing education, placement services, employment, occupational

patternS, and even social and cultural trends. Implementing such
a policy involves important decisio in at lleast twb respects:

the assigning of resp nsibilities e sharing of costs.,

The first quest1on is who wit responsible for the

provision of educational_ and,placement services in a particular

society- ,Traditionally, a distinction has been made between '

public-anoradvate education, but to implement a policy we must be

more specific. 'Within the Public sector, we must distinguish,the

level at which the operative agencies will be placed, that is,
4

federal, pr ovincial, municipal, or other', Decisions concerning

the responsibilities of the private sector probably are more
`:t *

difficult-to specify: `1pchools may be run by private enterprises,
1,

, 44
1110
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parents, churches,'workers'lasoeiationseoriVal parties, or
1K-

,

other private eStities. ,. .t
, ,..

Secondly: decisionS must be takeri concerning the financial

responsibility of different,groupith regPect to education. The
basic question is to decide from which'sectors of the,comlunity

,

rek'enues are to be. ra'ised. Again there is a large va0ety, of

possibilities within the public and private sectors. These can be
ekploited through the general , revenues of national budgets; by-the

Aapplication of special taxes to benefit education, or by chargi?
the costs of education totally of partially to its risers or other

,

groups also benefiting, such as employerN ."

The variety of methods for- providing and'financing educatioii

in various countries indicates that do definitive statement can be
-/-made about such methods, but that unique historical and political

factory in each country have given, rise to present patterns.

'Neverthele'ss, it is possible to study some'of the major features
,of situations inowhich one subsector within the public or private

sector enjoys a situation of monopoly or quasi-monopoly in the

provision and/or financid4 of education.' Some of these features
have been presented in this phaptern urifortdnatelyan in -depth

discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of this study.

On the other hand, variations in local and sectoraltimainly

economic) ability to provide substantially equivalent educational
A

services have long been recognized as a justification for.-

spreading the burden of taxation for educat4on mpre equitably.

This recognittn of.responsibility is evident, for instAce, in

the establishment of large area taxing units and a wide pooling
of maintenance costs in some countries. These mark attempts to

equalize., to some degree, the burden of support for what is

conceived to be thel,comik000d. When this. triteiia of

"equalization" is applied to vocational training in Latin America,

equalization also means redistribution of the financing and

provision of training among the various sectors -"of the national

econ omy. As noted 0,n Table 11, the contribution of the primary
a

sector, mainly agriculture, to the budget'of vocational training

institutions in Latin America is minimal. Hence+, this sector is

(1
LI k,..)



receivkng a higher propOrtion of training hoUrs than it'is payingP
fora Thig. policy, the'refdre,'-corresponds to iche goal of

Increasing the oN.ierallproductivity of agrictlttire, and 'Other

underdeveloped industrial sectors, in 'order to proMote globa,l

national development.
."'. . .

At the present time, the, division of resporrsitdliti,ies with

'spect to the provision'and-financing of vocational'education and

aining is based almost eVeryWhere on the:l*al status. of the

people who are being educated. Therefore, te:responsibility for

hon7Wg,ge earners lies with,the education authorities' even i1a the 't4

conrses are essentially pracstical, while on the otherdiand,the
.

responsibility for wage earners nornally lies with employers, and

in some cases with their trade associatiVria-or workers,' even if

the. education is partly acadtmic. Thus fleeted to
0-

be wage earners whatever the nature and am nt of their.

remuneration, even if in extreme cases it is purely atbken.

* The result of this distinction is that two governmen

departments are generally required to act, the ministty

responsible for edudation and the.one responsible for labour and
. .

dyment. A special diffidujty arises in,coUntrieswith a

eral conScitution where education, is generally the

responsibility of the states or provinces'of the federatioh. In

these countries, educational 'systems mayvary-appreciablTfrom one °

part of the territdry,to'another, while question,ofdeveIopment,'

"and, therefore, of emplOyment have.tb bedgal0iith on a national

basis and are studied at the 'federal level'by,Che departmentl
- 4

reSpoRsible r economics and rabogr.

The de a ments responsible for emplo e t for a longtime

confined;thensely s to labour ,regulatidn and workers.' "protection.'

These depart nts h ve recently widened their outlook; 'in almost'e

every Latin erican country they ara now responsible `for

equilibrium of the labour market.. Their responsibility -with

regard to vocational education is limited by the educatiQn

authorities. ThUs,-even if it ,4_s theoretically difficult to
Y

distinguish.between vocational education and vocational tra ng,

this distinotion is often made in order to ftilitate a.div aion

t
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of responsib'ility between 0,4-43.is ,lithprities. I" Whe Latin
:-w -

American ctintext0 hag often-been argued that the satisfaction
7.o.

nfmanpowerneedsdoesvoot'seeMtObethemairi, , preocpupatiOn-:of.-
4

those responL.ble for N40.eational andgerleras1 education. 'gen:Gs,
.

the responsitiFility far/manpower...training shoUld beissign0 (5'the
4 1, , 4 ..

ministries of'labour, economibs,gor industry, or.eteri to the

employers themselxKT Thi'set(od'mae. not,, apply_
.

everywhere becaugdAhereAare,countries .1,such5--es Atgilintina:land. _ ,
-,-

Uruguay where the image of tice ministliesof edlicAicinIn ,terms of

their effectiveness in providing .killed manpowei*...to, the:iabour.

market is good enough to preci,ude the takeover Qt manp5i4er '''
k 4training from the education authorities..

I r

Whatever the particular contest conditioning.these4k.indso-f

decisions/ what 'is clear ihat the effoOrtsol

authorities must be guided by a set of forecasts,. 'HeFg,- the first

element is to define the job requirements and-le;retg:otskill for

each branch of activity, and sufficiently far Un advance to

enable adjustment of
e

the education prolcess. ,This presupposes an
/

adequate knowledge of the'present patterns of emliNSwent.and,
A

assessment of probable trendS. Job repiremeUts thns-detemined

must then be translated into educational programs, which-means

defining the correspondence between skill and education and

estimating the output ofcexisting or planned education facilities.

Hence, closer institutional co-operation is essential among 'public

authorities, educational authorities, and industry.

The-operational agencies which implement the vocational

education policy may vary at different stages in the.educational

process. Pre-vocational education during compulsory schooling is

normally the responsibility of the general schodls. Sihcp then

school- leaving age, is being raised, even they are becoming

establishments preparing young people for working life.

- Ba,sic vocational training is given either outside or within'

firms,.depending on the country and the occupation': With4he

expansion of education, apprenticeship "on the job" before.

starting working life will probably gradually disappear, except

perhaps in a very small number of traditional handicraft jobs.

()-1
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6

Indentured alpprentiCes will probably be trained in centres

separate from the produgtion unit which are run by one or a group

of commercial or industrial enterprises, or the state.

As shown at the end of Chapter 2, the number of participants

in manpower,training programs in Latin,America has reached about

the same number as that of pupils enroled in vocational -schools:

But the target clientele they are supposed to serve is quite

different. The'former is.primIrily concerned with wage earners

and unemployed eople. The total number of studentS enroled in

rvocational scho ls is probably about 2.6 million; about 280,000

complete their studies annually. According to estimates prepared

by the United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America, 7

ab4t 250,000 workers were being trained at 'vocational training

institutions by 1966. These figures suggest that the enrolment

in vocational schools doubled in ten years, while the number of

participants in training institutions multiplied by ten.

Major Conclusions About the Development of Educational Systems'

in Latin America

In the early 1960s',1960a, diagnoses of education in Latin America

commonly emphasized that the output of specialized skills needed

for development was inadequate and that excessive numbers of

people were holding posts for which they were supposedly

unqualified.
8 It followed that rapid expansion of professional

and technical eclUcation was called for in order to increase the

levels of productivity of the economic system. Undoubtedly,

shortages are still present in many special fields, particularly

those for which the international market is so strong that the

"brain drain" nullifies the contribution of.the educational

systems, but for the.most Parrt a different diagnosis now seems

appropriate. Educational expansion at the middle and higher

levels has been linked with the upward mobility of the middle

class and with the eventual opportunities fOr social. ascent

offered by some professions and by general education as opposed

to vocationar or. technical education. Educational requirements
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for the better'paid end more prestigious jobs have been raised

continually as a means of restricting entry irrespective.of the

relevance of the qualifications required fpr the functions

performed. Almost eirerywheia, eXpansion at the middle level has
I

been aimed at preparation for university entry_ rather than at
. ,

technical/vocational specialization. In at least a feW countries,

overall output at the middle and higher educational levels afready

marked 'exceeds absOrptive capacity in the appropriate

occupatkons, and present trends, in enrolment suggest that thiSi.

situation ia bound to spread within'therehion: 9

:.The consequences of the present patterns of educational'

expansion include claims'on the public resources, allocated to

edubation that can hardly be'reconciled with the need, indicated

above, to4upgrade primary education. In fact, the increase of

enrolments and the distribution of the budget for r-education among

the three major levels'of education is contrary to rationally

determined needs. Altnough Chile may'be an extreme case in Latin

America,., Table 12 showa'the evolution of these two factors there._

during recent years.

Table 12: Chile: Increase of Enrolment and Distribution of
the Budget of the Ministry of Education by
Level of,Education (1965-72; in per cent)

1 9 6 5 1 9 7 0 1 9 7 2

Enrolment Budget Enrolment'Budget Enrolment Budget

Primary
education

Secondary
education

Higher
education

Others*

79.75 .40.10 84.27 39.70 80.87 32.80

17.97 20.30 12.48. 20.20 14.58 17.30

2.28 26.60 3.24 28.10 4.55 . 37.10

13.00 12.00 12.80

Source: UNESCO, Statistical Yearbook, and Universidad de Chile,
Oficina de Planificacion, Antecedentes e Informaciones,
No. 4, Santiago (August 1973).

* This item, in practice, is also largely devoted to higher
education.
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Comparatively, the quality of.primary education is likely

to be deteriorating if the school population at this level is

4 receiving a smaller proportion of the educational budget each year.

.Since higher education enrolment varied from two % to four % of

the school population and, in Chike, received almost one -half of
the total public budget allocated to education, an imbalancein
ctthe distribution of that budget is evident. Since the middle and

upper classes benefit primarily from higher education...in Chile,

he lower class seems to be subsidizing them.

A projection of rising costs and demand for admission to.

education suggests that the educational crisis will become

,increasingly serious during the second half of the 1970s, unless

different priorities are adopted. Generally speaking, two

strategies for educational reform can be envisaged: (1) a

systematic equalization'of educational opportunities accompanied

by de-emphasis on the schools and the formal educational ladder

as an instrument of social mobili -ty and differentiation; and (2).

a systematic subordination of educational content and output to

the requirements of prevailing development.
. -

4 The last strategy implies limiting the expansion of most

lines of higher and. secondary education which prepare students for

university entrance, greater selectivity in admissions, expansion

of technical-vocational education in accordance with demands for

specialized manpower, and.expansion of terminal, primary' education

for the majority, with content adapted to expected work experience
o

and roles in society. However, sych a strategy would encounter

powerful resistance, since it clashes with the professed values of

the groups whose expectations would be frustrated. .These groups

in the middle as well as the lower classes are much larger than

those which stand to gain. Accordingly, it seems probable that

the internally contradictory growth of education will continue

for some time in most countries, with iuccessive,proposals for

reform unable to mobilize coherent support, 'and with a 'series of

*expedient measures relieving the,ost urgent pressures on

resources.

1 0
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CONCLUSION

This Study has focussed upog_a particular set of programs

associated with non-formal education in Latin America, with

particular attention given to the financial patterns of such

programs. At least some of these vocational training programs are

able to provide instructional services a a quite low cost per

student hour. It has, not been the int it of this study to compare

carefully the costs of non-formal and ormal educatiOnal progiams.

However, the study might be seen by so e rears to reinforce a

frequently-heard claim that non-formal e ucation is a cheaper

substitute for formal education in developing human resources for

underdeveloped countries. It/ may be use 1,, therefore, to close

with a few comments on this possible conclusion from these data.

The conclusion is questionable for at lea tthree reasons.

First, it is sometimes argued that t e formal educatioria;

system and its administration dre ineffecti and incapable of

beihg radically reformed. Thus, it is argued,la substitute

system should be developed. There is'a high probability, however,

that a Massive substitute system would be subject to the same

political and bureaucratic processes as the formal system and

would settle into the same oSsification.

Secondly, non-formal education 'is not generally viewed as

real."substitute" for the formal structure, but as a margi 'hal ,

appendage.or supplement or substitute. It is possible that the

non-formal alternatives are more effective in providing some

services,
2 but it does not necessarily hold true that non-formalf

education could provide all services effectively. Non-formal

'
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means maybe a good way to produce specific skills in a p6pulation
already functionally literate , but

*
this does not imply that all

educatiorial needs are better fulfilled by non-formal education.
, v f

Formal, traditional education is designed, if for nothing else, to

maximize the economies/of scale. Curricula are standard,

teachers' training 'is uniform, texts and syllabi are normally used

nation-wide, pupils are kept Within some ranges of standardization

by'ge-specific requirements and entrance exams at various levels.

This can be overdone, but the fact is that ,the traditional

pa.tterns iywhere are partly the result of a search.for

'efficiency, especially in terms of costs per pupil.. The existence'
1

of poor programs, rigidity, and other problems does not negate the
potential gai o size and uniformity. Non-formal education has
be5n.characterize by dynamic, flexible,and unique programs

stressing innovation and Desirable as these

characteristics may be, they tend to be those of relatively small/

special-pUrpose programs. building on the bases already established
by the t1ditional system. Th s does not imply that formal,

educationliS efficient br non- ormal education inefficient. But

it does argue that non-formal education which is a supplement to

the formal structure is a different 'actiyity from hat it would be

were it assigned all the tasks of the formal system.

. Thirdly, the notion that traditional formal,,education ought

to be substituted for ,non -formal education embodies a narrow

point of view. Its principal defect is to. overlook the social
..

rei.turns related tot participatory democracy and......t_he necessary role

education. must play in providing the basis of democracy: The

spirit of the nation as a community, the sepse of belonging, the

notion of commonality of history and of destiny, and the
. ,

competence necessary to participate in social decisions are

,.perhaps the most valuable products of the schools (howeyer badly

theydo their jobs,. These are impossible to value and measure,

but this, does not deny their existepce nor sugge.st ignoring them.

Tru-ly alternatiVe educational devices, if they are to be

substitutes, might to seek ways of satisfyipg these values as .

,-- '-

well as the more easily treated ones usually associated with

-non-formal educatiOnal prpgramsl
ii r)
v 4,
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